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\1970The Incidence of Colombian TaxS: ».
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I; Introduction V]

This study reports the estimated Incidence of taxes levied by all levels of 

government in Colombia in 1970. Two previous attempts at estiipating the Incidence 

of taxation in Colombia found that Colombian taxes were roughly proportionate to 

, at best, mildly progressive.*^
i
i

But these estimates of tax Incidence were 

crude estimates of the underlying distribution of,IncoM
income, or

both -based upon exti^mely
-2

and patterns of consumption of taxed items.
by income classes was \inadequate Indeed.^

1
s

I

i

Moreover, information on collectionsr
of direct taxes

It is probably true that the estimated pattern of effective tax rates (percent- 

.age of Income paid in taxes) by income brackets is more accurate than the underlying 

estimate of the income distribution, as noted in the author's previous study for'

I

i

'

Colombia.^ Nevertheless, the existence of new Information on the distribution of
( ■

^■See Milton C. Taylor and Associates, Fiscal Survey of Colombia (Baltimore; 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1965), pp. 226-27 and Charles E. McLure, Jr., ''The Incidence of 
Taxation in Colombia," in Richard A. Musgrave and Malcolm Glllis, eds.. Fiscal Refdrm 
for Colombia: The Final Report and Staff Papers of the Colombian Commission Tax 
Reform (Cambridge: Harvard Law School International Tax Program, 1971), pp. 256-61.
As noted in the author's previous paper, methods of estimating the distribution of 
income and the incidence of taxation by income groups are sufficiently different to 
render exact comparisons of results virtually impossible.

^In the author's previous study the estimated income distribution was built- 
up from sketchy information about numbers of persons and total incomes attributable 
to various activities and more or less arbitrary distributions of the total income in 

the corresponding income recipients, rather than from information 
The estimate in Taylor, 0£. cU. , seems t6 have 

In both cases the Incidence of indirect ■

each activity among
on the distribution of income per se. 
built upon a somewhat more solid data base.

estimated (sometimes with extrapolation) from pattern^ of consumption retaxes was
vealed by a household budget survey taken many years 

^See McLure, op. cit
bitrary manipulations that were performed upon
something about the incidence of the personal iiVcome tax by income brackets, 
manipulations described in section 3 belows while .arbitrary, are rather easily de- . 
fended by comparison with tho.se in the earlier study.

^See McLure, 0£. cit.. pp

earlier.

pp. 240-.42 for a description of the many rather ar- 
these data in an attempt to learn

The

.• »

. 239-40 for a more complete statement of this ■

argument.\

■r;..
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of the national statistics office 

the distribution of income, with consld- 

This same Survey data also

and improved

collected In the various household surveya

estimate

previously possible.

accurate-estimation of the incidence of indirect taxes,

collections has added considerably to our knowledge of the incl-

Income

(DAME) should^ make it possible to

erably more accuracy than was 

facilitates the

data on income tax
of these increasingly important direct taxes.

The next section describes the data 

the way in which Ihey w^re vised to estimate 

Colombia. Estimates are
for the nation as a whole,"though attention should probably focus upon the

made in this section

'^of corporations and for the implicit 

The resulting distribution of income 

of the distribution of income in Col-

dence

available in the DANE household surveys and

the underlying distribution of Income in

presented for both urban and rural sectors separately, as

well as

national totals.

for the savings and (unshift^) profits

earnings from the export of coffee, 

la then compared with several earlier estimates

Adjustments to’ the estimated distribution are

taxes
!

taxes on
a

'ood>ia.

Section 3 explains in detail the allocation of the various other Important taxes

; income brackets, for the urban 

These allocations are based upon

income tax and two 

Compar-

levels of government among ^he various 

and for the nation as a whole. _

about the burden of the corporation

(of the three

and rural sectors 

three alternative assumptions 

about the' propriety of Including 

Ison of the amounts

%
the coffee export duties in the analysis.

bracket (in each sector andof taxes allocated to each income
.j

7 '

Individuals. 4

m- 1

i
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\
of Income estimated to fall In that Income bracket 

of taxation paid (as * percentage of In-

V,.

the entire nation) with the amount 

results in estimates of f^e effective 

come) by.each group.

rates

V ■
2. The-Distribution of Income

distribution of income used in this study were collected 

The data for the urban and rural portions
The basic data on the 

by DANE in two of its household surveys.^
i - r' \

of the economy are described separately.

A. Urban Areas ,

A survey of 3,560 households taken in late 1970 provides the basic data for

the estimation of the distribution of income in urban areas. It provides informa

tion on the distribution of household incomes among 14 income classes in seven large

The various DANE surveys are described in Pollbio Cordova, La Enci^esta ^ 
Nacional de Hoaares de Colombia (Bogota: Departamento Administrative Nacional de 
Estadistica (DANE), 1971). Data for the distribution of income in

is more or less what

1

provided in unpublished form by DANE.
In theory the concept of income used in these surveys 

economists mean by income, that is:

El concepto de ingreso haca referenda a todo tlpo de Ingreso, es dedr, 
ingreso monetarias y no monetarias redbidos por concerto del trabajo 
asalariado, del trabajo independiente, como remuneradon al capital y 
Otro tipo de ingresos tales coTno penslones de retiro, ayuda en dinero, 
ingresos por loterias, etc. Es conveniente aclarar que los ingresos 
declaradas por las personas tienen un mes como period© de referenda y . 
son ingresos personalis perdbidos antes del pago de impuestos. (Cordoba, 
Distribucion de Ingreso en Colombia,, p. 61).

►

t.

j

Whether in fact the survey interviews actually took account of such non-monetary in-

from information on production, rather than from surveys.) Several adjustments, of 
different kind which must be made are described in part D of this section.

2 • V

i •Id
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The problem, then, Is to "blow up" the informstion collected

that it would be representative of urban 

Supposedly such an expansion of the sample from

Colombian cities.^

for these seven large cities in such a way

households in the entire country.

.the seven cities could be done on a statistically sound basis, but it had not been

yond the scope of the

atisfactory approach
DANE when this study was undertaken and it was w^dM^

Thus a substantially less ambitious and

assumed that the pattern of income distribution pre-

done by

present study, 

was followed. Basically, it was
Colombian cities was broadly representative of that foundvailing in each of the seven

urban areas of certain regions.'usually those closest to the city in question.
0

in the
' Thus the absolute number of households and the income found in a given income bracket

in a particular city were each multiplied by the rattroffhT eTtimated number of

urban households in regions for which the city was taken to be representative to the
2

of households in the city itself; see Table 1.number

These data-were used, rather than^These cities are listed in Table 1. . w *
those from survey EH-!<» because they pertain to household income rather than to in
come of economically active households. Although the data for the rural ^^^^or (de

scribed below) are on an Individual basis, and would have matched
on individuals in urban areas taken from survey EH-1, the undetermined loss of con 

. sistency involved in using data from survey EH-2 for the urban ^

the allocation of indirect taxes among Income groups.
be a
the urban sector, 
patterns vital to

Investigadas en la Segunda Etapa de Encuesta de Hogares y Calculo de Factores, de

glL. The factors of expansion reported in Table 1 were calculated^ the author in 
the wav shown there. One must be a bit nervous about this method, however, 
implies multiplying the results for the households actually s^pled in the various 
cities by expansion factors ranging from 412 to 2069, since
ious cities were themselves based upon samples from the households in the cities. 
Whether this is statistically defensible was not determined. A similar, but appar- 
ently more sophisticated, approach was followed in Urrutia, 0£. clt.

It . ■
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\Calculation of Factors of ExpansionTABLE 1;
Expans Ionnumber of HouseholdsCity

Factor
(1) 4- (2^.

, (3) i ^ 
3.31A0 ? 
0.9522'^ 
5.8871 
2.1794 
5.0015 - 
1.6845 .

' 2.g885

In city 
Itself

Repres
ented by 

, city (1) 
350,786 
425,836 

■ 32^910

(2)
105,294 
447,214 
55,870 
149,833 
47,786 
184,532 
' 21,822

Bucaramanga
Call
Manlzales- 
MedelliTn 
Pas to

. I*

239,001
310,848
58.669

2.01571,012,352. 2,040,597

Source: See text and footnote. 2, p. 4.

TOTAL .... y% *
\ .r"

The results of this expansion Is the estimated distribution of Income among .

The bottom half of urban households appear 

sixth of Income accruing to urban households and the top 

of households about three-eighths of urban income.-

^As expected, this distribution of income among 
less unequal than the distribution among economically active persons in ’
as reported in survey EH-1; see columns (7) and (8) of Table 2. , Moreover, both these 
as reporte compared with that calculated for the economically

15. The following table compares 
particularly easy to make: 

Urrutla Study:
CumulatIve Percentage of 

Income

.

urban households reported in Table 2.
i

to receive just over one-
!

ten percent

households Is somewhat

. distributions can usefully be
' active urban population by Urrutia, 0£. cit., p.

the thr^e^jitatriButions at points where comparisons are
DANE Survey EH-1: . ,

Cumulative Percentage of
Present Stud.y: 

Ciimulative Percentage of Economically
Active
Population

12.7
30.3 
60.1
79.3
93.4

IncomeEconomically
Active
Population

Households Income

» 1-

2.9
8.0
26.8
44.4
70.9

14.7 ,
29.9
62.5
79.3
93.1

4.5
21.7
40.2
64.6

•5'.127.8 
61.1

• 77.2
91.9

• f ■ •>23.5
38.3
60.4

Ie^aUy"rimSar'rtternsrthougnr^iia-rsS/°fpifa°s^
'^^^“^urbirindiviJuairtrb^ sLewhar.Ie^^^uarthar^the distribution among urban
among 
households. .;

i

- •

I\
%

i
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? V.
Urban Households and 
1970

TABLE 2: Estimated Distribution of Income among
Economically Active Persons,*/

(Number of households and persons in thousands; incomes la billions
* ■

1
of pesos)

••
*/

loally Active Parsona-EaOnem
Ct& Percentage of:

Income*

Households
CtiHn, Percentage of:
Households Income

Percentage of:TotalNumber of
Households Income Households IncomeIncome Bracket 

(Pesos per year)
ParannH

(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1) 5.127.80.22.10.22.10.20
2.38

43.3
257.8
308.9
309.2
204.9 
153.6 
193.1
148.3 
89.7 
74.9
121.0

0 - 6,000 
6,0^ - 12,000 
12.000 - 18,000 
18,000 - 24,000 
24,000 - 30,000 
30,000 - 36,000 
36,000-48,000 
48,000 - 60,000 
60,000 - 72^000 
72,000 - 84,000 
•84,000 - 120,000 ,
12O,OO0 - 180,000^, 

' 180,000 - 240,000-'
'® Over 240,000

23.52.9 61.114.72.712.6
38.377.28.0 ,29.95.115.14,56 

6.39 
5.44 
5.03 
7.91 
7.87 .
,5.87 
5.76 
12.10 
10.65 
6.51 1.9
8.81

48.985.415.145.07.115.1 56.089.721.255.06.110.0 60.4
67.6

91.926.862.55.67.5
94.735.672.0

79.3
8.89.5

■ ^ **
• ^73.096.344.4,* 8.87.3

77.197.3 Ji'V51.083.66.64.4
79.997.857.4

70.9
87.26,43.7

86.098.893.1,5.9 13.5
92.7 ; 
95.2 
100.0

#
99.582.896.8

98.7
100.0

11.93.775.2 99.790.17.338.1 100.0100.01.2 9.824.6

c/ 89.52 100.0 100.02,042.6TOTAL-
#
r

—^Included for comparison only.
^Vacket limit in original dalta is,174,000 pesos, 

those in other sources, but without interpolation.
-^Column totals may hot add to. totals due to rounding.

Sources- Cdlumns (1) and (2): unpublished records of DANE wd expansion factors in Table 1.
‘ - - - -  Columns (7) and (8): Polibio Co'rdpva, Distribucion de Ingresos en Colombia (Bogoti. DANE,

The limit of 180,000 is used for consistency with

1971), p. 88. 'V-
A

u

.. ■?
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B. Rural Areas

thrdata on the distributi/n of tncome among urban house- ,

■al sector are significantly 

. This is that they refer to the distribution of in-

As unsatisfactory as

holds in the entire country may be, those for,the 

■ worse, if. only in one respect

come among the economically active rural population, rather than among rural house-
^‘^^^ibution among rural individuals with

holds. Rather than simply combine the
it was decided to try to, adjust the rural distributlori 

This was. done using three alternative
that for,the urban population 

to put it more nearly on a household basis.
In the first the incomes of women in each income group were simply added

•.

approaches, 

to the incomes earned
proAch is unsatisfactory in t^ respfcts, 

holds would be pushed inttrlrigher inco«e brackets by the presence 

come recipient.^ Second, many of the' mal 

ecially those • in the lowdffWI

V

by ^l^in the group; see columns (l)-(A) of Table 3. .This ap- 

Flrst, an undetermined number of house-

of a second in-

»rs of the economically active pop-
2

unpaid family employees.ackets, areF , ulatidn^^ftpi 

Ideal^^Bwsi their income) would be omitted from the count for

Thus under the
e employees $but not

> ■

purposes of converting the Income distribution to a household basis.

active males v/ere subtracted from the numbersecond approach 3^60,000 economically 
of persons'"In th^ very lowest (0-6,000 pesos per year) income bracket; see column (5)

approaches, the income brackets given in Tableof Table 3.^*0f course, for these two

and earned but 9.3%' of ther income, so this was not a major. bracket limits.
active rural population ^
problem; see Cordova, Distribucion de Ingresos en Colombia, p . 85.

ere were roughly 1,685,000 economically active males, buf only 1.200,000- 
1,320,000 heads of households. (The discrepancy between the number of heads house

holds reported in ibid., pp. 93 and 95 iA not explained. Neither figure ^
favorably with the 1,509,000 rural households in the country reported in the me 
randtmi "Agregacio'n de. Municipios. . ." op. c,11.)

^On a priori grounds we-would expect most unpaid family empl^ees to be
- ^® inspection of columns (1) and (6) of Table 3 sug-

It appears that, there are roughly 360,000 eco- 
■ heads of households.

•^Th

•fit-

clustered in this income bracket, 
gests that this i)s in fact the 
nomically active males in this income class who are

case. !•
not

%•

i I
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j Distribution of Income among Rural Households, 1970 
and households in thousands; income in billions offesos)TABLE'S: Estimated 

(Number of persons

ESTIMATE #1

•i,

/ ESTIMATE #3 (Preferred)ESTIMATE #2
Cumulative Per- 

. centage of^. 
Income— Households—I

Cumulative Per- Cumulative Per-
, centage of: centage of

Households Income Households

•/ %
Number of Heads 
of Households—

•/ £/Number Economic
ally Active Males Incomer-

Income bracket- 
(Pesos per year)

ncorae
} (9)(8)*(7)W■! . (5)(4)(3)(2)(1)

13.2-
41.2
70.1

45.1
77.0
93.5

1.79595.7
421.3
217.9

2S.7
64.1 

^77.6
83.6
87.1
88.4
90.5
91.9
93.9
94.9 
97.2.
99.9 • •

J - ■. 100.0 
■ '.99.8- 100.0 •

45.156.8
88.9
95.3
97.4
98.4 
98.7 
99.1 
99.3
99.6
99.7

3.48 
5.20 .
1.82 \ 
0.81 ^ 
0.47 
0.18 
0.28 
0.18 
0.27 

. 0.14
0.31 
0.10

956.3
540.4 
107.8
35.4
16.8
5.1

0 - 6,000 
6,000 - 12,000 
12,000 - 18,000 
18,000 - 24,000 
24,000 30,000
30,000 - 36,000 
36,000 - 48,000 
48,000 .- 60,000 
60,000 - 72,000 
72,000 - 84,000 
84,000 - 120,000 
120,000 - 180,000 
180,000,- 240,OOO 
Over 240,000

3.8085,9
94.0 3.92 4.II96.7

87.698.62.3867.398.0 4

98.4
98.9 r6.7 \r > I' f

, 99.2 
a?9.6

3.4 94.499.30.929.3
5.1

, i iI19.7•1.7 Vr-'.!

96.799.40.311.3
I y,fI

^ d 
99.4-d/V‘■*,9.8^^ 99.5-0.371.30.27 .1.7

■ i
13.58.1320.813.541683.6. TOTAL

income brackets were dictated by the format of _ the otigina^data.
brackets included in the wider ones, indicated by arrows.

Figures are 
These arrows', • -^For estimate 3, wider

given in the top line for the several narrower 
are omitted In later tables.

-^Includes incom.e of females in the same infcome brackets.

t^eflects subtraction of 360,000 persons from^the number of
of income are as in column (4), But the division or

least, should not ^e accepted literally.

»

. income bracket. Corresponding cumulative percentages 
■ households and Incomes between the first two brackets, at

-^Small numbers of persons and amounts ,of income were not allocated among income classes.

Polibio Cordova, Distribucion de Ingresos en Colombia (Bogota: DANE, 1971), pp. 80, 84, 88, 89,Source:
: 93-95.

■■
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In fact, cfie cal-3 would have little meaning, eapecially at low income levels, 

culated distributions would probably be meaningful only in terms of comparing in-

households with that of the top 205:. They
comes of say the lowest 80% of rural 

should be so Interpreted.

The third approach, and the 

heads of households reported by income brackets

Incomes ofpreferred, was based upon data on

for each educational level.The 

data and reported In columns (6)r(9)

one

rural Income distribution calculated from- these 
of Table 3 suffers conceptually from failure to,include Incomes of,secondary Income

i

But as a matter of fact, total ifural income calculated
recipients in the family.

of heads of households in each educational
from data on average incomes and numbers 
level in rural areas does not differ greatly from total rural income calculated

>s of economically active ruralusing supposedly mOr,e comprehensive data on incomes _

Thus it is not obvious whether any adjustment is warranted, and if so.
persons.

what it should be.

These three estimates,
10% of rural households probably receive roughly 35-407. of total rural in- 

2 This distribution, unequal though it may be. is considerably less unequal

So none was made.
as different as they are. tell roughly the same story.

The top

come.

pp. 80, 84, and 
the size distribution 

to estimate that

cit.,^Cordova, Distribucion de Ingresos en Colombia, o£.

Iv:ragrin;o!e’fa?L‘rtriL'^rLLt itlll "le problem would be even worse if the 
bracket limits used on p. 84 were Interpreted literally.

noted above, the patterns of income 
may not be very accurate in the lower Income classes, 
est, given that the bulk of rural families have very 
urban families.

95.

distribution reported in Table 3
But it is also of less inter- 

low income levels, compared to
1 ■

V
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the distribution of igricultural income in 1960 and rural income in 1964 esti-

Berry -and Badilla smd Urrutia botfc 

10% of the Income distribution received something over half 

rural income, respectively. .-This discrepancy appears to be

than

mated by Berry and Padilla and by Urrutia.^

estimated that the top
\ ‘ . A

of all agricultural or 

quite significant, but for several reasons it may not be as great as it appears.

th of those studies agricultural income accruing to, urban persons (and .

On the other ,,

First, in’l^d^

^ the (Corresponding urban income recipient)
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

was included in the analysis,

hand, it was excluded from the analysis reported In’Xdble 3. 

likely to accrue to persons in very high Income brackets, we can expect a sizeable

and in the direction that is reported above.

Since this income is

fi

difference in the two sets of estimates

of the distribution of income among indi- 

This probably gives a slight additional bias toward

Moreover, both these early estimates were

viduals, rather than families.

Vfhether on balance these differences are enough to account for the ap- .minequality.
ft

And if not, it is not clear which set of esti- 

But in what follows, estimate 3, constructed as

parent discrepancy cannot be known; 

mates is more nearly correct, 

described above, was employed. ■ X
✓

5

C. The Nation

The preferred estimate of the Colombian income distribution for the nation as 

obtained by combining the results of Tables 2 and 3, as reported in 

According to this estimate, the bottom two-thirds of Colomblah families

a

a whole was <
r%

1 Table 4. k •

r .1
5

receive roughly one-fourth of all income and the top 10 percent of families receive^
2

roughly 44 percent of Income.

i

This pattern can usefully be compared with thos^ es-
i

^Albert Berry and Alfonso Padilla, "La Dlstribuclon de Ingresos Proven- 
ientes de la Agricultura en Colombia—1960," Boletfn-Mensual de Estadistica (DANE, • 
January 197-1), pp. xxl-xxvl; Urrutia, o£. cit.

•^Thls conclusion would be altered hardly at all (but in the direction of
2 for the rural income distribution. '

>■'

'■v". ■

> •
a:".-' ".•leAs eJ|uallty) by the use of estimate 1. or

/* >
r

*
«
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-M .-y•••-.
; Estimate Distribution of Incone among Colombian Hous.eholds, 1970

households In thousands; Income In billions of pesos) ' ^

Cumulative Percentage of 
Income Households Income /■

¥;.;■; ■:s ^ TABLE 4:
(Number of

Income Brackets Number of 
(Pesos per y*^ar) Households Income Household^

Vft

J-r Percentage of
¥:

-v. »>1.919.0639;0 1.99
,679.1 .6. is
836.0 14.87
767.2 28.63
294.9- 24.66

1.919.0 
> 20.2 

24.9

0 - 6,000 
6,000 -« 12,000 
12,000 - 24,000 
24,000 - 60,000 
60,000 - 120,000 
120^000 - 240,000 114.6 ^ 17.48

25.9 ; 9.1-8

7.939.2 .»6.0
22,.464.1

87.0 . ■iO J;
95.8 • 7fr.t

17.0 99.2 .»1.1
- 100,0 100.0

14.4<
i:"; 22.9 27.8

8.8 24.0
3.4

. 0.8 8.9

X.

■

■ i.Over 240,000
. -i 100.0,.- . <•. V :i- 3356.7 102.99^ V

Source: Tables 2 and ;3(estlmate 3).

vlOO.O
••

••
;

TAB1£ 5: Comparison of Results of Vatipus Studies 
-of Income Distribution in Colombia ,

7. of Income Received by:
Lowest 2/3 .

i.

4-
('

Basis of Estimate .

.•'•.Individuals.

Indlviduale’ . ■

4 Individuals 
Households '

* •
Top 10% ‘ .

■'42 '

DateAuthor

281961Taylor 
McLure 
Urrutla 
Present

.r< ' V.' ■»

•f
50 ■ 
'48^* .

271964

241964
.ji.

44251970 T* -

See footnote, 1, p. 12.Sources:

'4^1' ,*
’ ••• :•• • /

tlmated In several previous studies of the Colombian Income, distribution;..see Tablp
* ■■ ' ' ■ ■ . . * '• 

previous study, the present author found that' the top 107. of Incotfie rd-'

Thus that study reports somewhat'-'

1 i*.'it’-

i

5. In his

ciplents received roughly one-halC of all income.

inequality than the presjent study, as could be expected, in that It was based

;

more
>

The Taylor group, on.the otherdata for individuals, rather than households. iupon

hand, found that the bottom two-thirds of individuals received rbughly 28% of income
. jb. . /

This Isand the. top 107.-of Individuals received slightly less than 427. of Income, 

more difficult to reconcile with the present study in that the Taylor group also
5%:

V
\-xv

« " ?

• 0.
;

I
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Finially. Urrutla'8 estimates are

With those reported here and in the present author'5 previous.study.

' In particular, Urrutla found that the lowest two-thirds of individual Income recipients

and that Bhe top 10% receive roughly 48%.

used individuals as the basis of its estimate.ai»'

rv
quite consistent

i

receive 247. of Income

It is interesting to note that th'e income distributions reported in Tables 2 (for
! • •-'*•

' urban areas) and in Table 3 (for rural areas) are quite similar in the sense that they

But the absolute levels of lyausehold

vK:.
k;- ■

*

would produce virtually identical Lorenz

in urban levels is substantially higher than In rural areas.

curves.

(The estimated
Income

urban average is 43,826 pesos per year, while "the rural average is 10,279 pesos.)E

from Table 6 below, which reports points on the two distributions
I ,

that are easily comparable and the approximate absolute income levels corresponding

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this comparlspn,

a whole is sub-

^hls can be seen

:s,'

to- them in the two sectors.
P ^

however, is the fact that the distribution of income for the nation as 

'stantlally less equal than that in either sector taken by itself.

J

This is also shown

2in l^ble 6.

cit., p. 225; Urrutia, o£. cit., p.’■McLure, op. cit., p., 251; Taylor, 02.------- ^ . .u
24. Further rather comTo?ting-confirmation that the approach followed in the Present 
study'makes sense can be found in the fact that total incomes of households calculated 
as described above (103 billion pesos) compares favorably with the 1970 national in- 

' come accounts figures for national income net of corporate savings and income taxes -
* and government income from property and business, but Inclusive of interest on the pub-

Cuentas Nacionales: 1967 a .4970 (Bogota: Banco de
nife to be well within the

. •(
!

J
lie d*t (98.9 billion pesos); 
la Republics), p. 4.
margin of error one might expect to _ c vi
those described above. Alternatively,--this total income figure compares favorably ^ 
with the total income of family units and non-profit organizations, 101.9 billion pesos, ■ ^
op cit., p. 6. Furthermore, the estimated rural income of 13.6 billion pesos seems 
^ItTTeasonable in that salaries in agriculture, fishing and hunting, mining an^d sil- 
vleulture, etc. in 1970 totaled 10.9 billion pesos; iMd., p. 12. This seems to leave 
an ample residual to be accounted for by houseliglds receiving Income from other act- 

Perhaps it should be noted in passing that ui^an areas are defined as those 
than 1,500 population; see Cordova, Distribuclon de Ingresos en Colombia, p.

final comparison that is of interest in some contexts is the international 
reported in the table below, though such comparisons are inherently hazardous. (See

short description of the hazards.) We see that the

see
This difference of 4 billion pesos

encounter when using methods and data as crude as
see

V
r

ivities. 
with more 61. ;

'i'-L'K . one
“ HcLure, o£. cit p. 248 for a• ><
K

V

i'- *»
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Comparison of Urban, Rural, and National Income Distribution.
Highest • National Distribution 
Income 
Level 
(Pesos/
Year)

TABLE 6:
]».• Urban Distribution. Highest Rural Distribution 
.. Cumulative % of Cumulative % ofIncome - C\imulAtlve % of* •' Level

(Pesos/ House- 
Income Year)

House
holds

House
holds Incomeholds Income

-»■6,00013;215.1 ' 24,000 45.1
26.8 N.A.
44.4 60,000 77.0
57.4 N.A.
70.1 120,000 93.5

A5.0 " 
. 62.5 22.464.1

12,00041.279.3 50.287.0iT 87.2
93.1 74.1 'r95.824,00070.1

f I
N.A. - Not Applicable;
Source: Tables 2, 3 (estimate 3) and’4..

in Colombia is considerably more unequal than that In developed 
extreme for Latin America in terms of Income In- '

.. distribution of Income
countries and may even be near the 
equality..

Percentage of Income Received 
by the Top 107. of Income Re- 
clolcnts YearNation

43.1
43.2
40.6 
49.0
46.7 

'45.0 
43.6

' 43;

1950 
1955-56 

. 1952-53
' 1950 

1957 "
1957 
1946 
1947-48 
1951-52 

• 1953 
1946-47
1959
1960 
1957 
1957 
1948 
1951-52

India
India
Ceylon
Mexico
Mexico,
Mexico ■
El Salvador
Guatemala
Barbados
Puerto Rico
Puesto Rico
Argentina
Chile
Ecuador
Venezuela
Italy
Great Britain 
reat Britain 
est Germany 

Switzerland 
Netherlands 
Denmark 
Sweden
United States 
Colombia
Colombia (Taylor) 
Colombia (McLUre) 
Colombia

1.
2.
3.

'i. 4.
!«

5.
6.
7.
8.

34
9.

^ 32.9
40.8. 
35.8

?
10.

^11.
I12.

37.5'13. > 30.0
45.0
34.0
30.2
29.3 
34.0
27.3 
35.0 
30.7
30.3 
30,>.\- 
48 .'4' 
42.0 ' 
50.0 
44.0

14.i
15.
16.
17.

195518.
1950
1954
1950

19.
20.
21.

195222.
I1948

1950
23. •: .
24.

195325.
196126.

!■

1964
1970

27.
i28.

_ _ _ _  McLure, o£. cj^., p. 253, where references to primary sources are
The 1964 estimate by the present author has been adjusted for What appears to

Study (50, .rather than 52 percent, as published). .

.Source:
given.

be an arithmetic error in the ewlicr
4

• •
? •.

0

■.
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t). Further Ad'justmetits
have been discussing the distribution of income in terms <

We have not (and shall not) ques-

-t=i
Up to this point we

' of income reported on various household surveys.

tion the extent to which the concept,of income used in these surveys deviates from

But even if we accept the survey results at ^facewhat edonomists mean by income, 

valuer for, the purpose at hand we must makq several adjustments to t^em. First, it
!

is necessary to add to the personal incomes derived from survey data the pro-rata

and unshifted corporation incOme taxes attributable to 

the theory (a)\hat retained earnings enhance the eco-
shares of corporate savings

f

Colombian shareholders/ on 

nomic position of^shareholders and (b) that dividends and retentions would have been 

higher by the amount of any corporate taxes borne by shareholders.

V
F .\
f ' -

Second, It,is

necessary to add to personal incomes the export duties-paid on coffee, since these

almost certainly borne by coffee growers who, however, are likely to re-

These adjustments and their .

taxes are
port income to survey Interviewers net of tfiese taxes.^

justification are discussed in this section.

Ideally, in order to make the adjustment for retained earnings, 

it would be necessary to know both the proper allocation of earnings between Col-

Corporation Income Tax.

i omblair and non-Colombian shareholders and the further allocation of the former portion

Since we do not have information on the first allocation, polaraoiong income brackets, 

assumptions were utilized, 

entirely to Colombians and entirely to foreigners.

That is, retained earnings were allocated alternatively

The further allocation of the

i
^In theory the income reported by surveys should Include both employee and 

employer contributions to social security, though In fact it probably includes no more 
than the employee share, if that. No attempt was made to correct for this possible 
source of.error. Similarly, for the purpose at hand it would be desirable to be able 
to Include accrued capital gains in the incomes of households. But as a practical 
matter this is virtually impossible and was not attempted. This means, of course, 
that the Ihequallty of -income will be understated and that the effective t« rates 
will be overstated at the highest Income levels, where capital gains are likely to 
be especially important.

ii

me-*
i

.
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former portion among Colombians is described further below. 

In order to .allocate unshifted corporate taxes to Colombian shareholders, we

which the tax is shifted to consuiners or

the allocation of the unshifted 

and foreign shareholders, arid the further al-

income brackets. Be-

must know three things: the extent to 

workers, rather than being borne by shareholders’, 

portion of the tax between Colombian 

location of the element borne by Colombian shareholders among
5

incidence of the corporation income tax or
. cause we do not know either the true

.i
■ proper allocation of the unshifted portion of the tax between Colombians and for - 

■ : signers, resort was. again, had to ex'treme assumptions^ .Separate estimates were made

is borne entirely byassumptions: (a) that that corporation tax

that it is shifted entirely to Colombian consumers, and
for three extreme

Colombian shareholders, (b)

-Colombian shareholders.^ Estimates for inter-
(c) that it is borne entirely by non

V ,

mediate shifting assumptions and patterns of corporate ownership can be derived

Under as-

4

the results for the polar, assumptions.

: allocated entirely to Colombian share- .

2
allocated to non-residents.

imply by interpolation betweens

sumptions (a) and (b), retained earnings were 

holdei?®, but for assumption (c) they were- Thus, to

reported in Tableassumption (c) the distribution of income is assummftrlze, under
6. under ...-p.lon (b), rh.t dlstrlbnrlnn ».r be .dju.ted by .be «»unt nf r...ln.d

for both retained earnings and the cor-
earnings, and under assumption (a) adjustment 

poration income tax is required. »
5

is shiftedj of the Colombian tax 
disregard this possibility, 

probably would not differ
estimate, even if

^The likelihood that a significant portion 
is low enough that we

i
Recanto non-Colombian consumers

.„U. fnr nn ...nnptlon of « '"ufy . ..p.r.te
enough from these for shifting to 
that assumption were thought to be relevant.

^Strictly speaking, a fourth estimate combining shifting of the tax to con-
and allocation of retained earnings to f^ JhSi und« assump-

/ , Included because the results would not differ qualitatively J>«

tlon (b).

1
Burners

\
y

V
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the distribution of dividend income among In- 

of corporations were allocated 

urban households with incomes of over 120,000 pesos 

-half of the total amouht was Imputed to urban households 

and the remaining half was split evenly 
between 120,000 and 240,000 pesos.^

income allocated to the

In the absence of information on 

come brackets, retained earnings and unshifted taxes 

(where relevant) arbitrarily among 

per year.

with incomes of^over 240,000 pesos per year 
b'etween the tyo^ groups with annual incomes

In particular, one

The

urban distribution of Income adjusted for corporate-
under the first two sets of assumptions is reported in Tabl^ ^

source

top Income brackets
, somewhat more unequal’ than the unadjusted one.The adjusted distribution is, of course

nnffee Export Duties.-'in the absence of export duties on coffee, the incomes of coffee

It is thus necessary t^-
!2

would be higher by roughly the amount of the tax.farmers i

distribution reported in Table 3 by including in the income 

taken in the form of coffee export duties.

that these duties are taxes that

adjust the rural income
But

figure at each Income level the amount 

such an adjustment makes sense only to the extent

flow into general revenue, rather than simply being returned to the coffee sector.

made based on the alternativeThat is, estimates areAgain we use polar assumptions, 
assumptions that virtually all coffee export duties are truly taxes and that none are.

"included" in thealternately that coffee export duties areFor simplicity, we say

and in Table 2, this^Thus, as a percentage of income reported on surveys 
(ootential) corporate source income ranges from 15.77. in the lowest o e 
buckets to 24.^. in the middle bracket and 37.87, in the top bracket, 
the corporate tax is not shifted. If the tax is shifted, the three 
80 13 0 and 19.4. These patterns seem reasonable. None of this corporate 
!;c;me wa; :ttrib;t;d to the^ural sector because in each high inc^e bracket he

of income accrued to urban households. Moreover, it seems likely that 
households would be considerably more likely thangreat majority

in a given income bracket urban
rural households to have corporate-source income.

^This-is strictly partial analysis, 
would .need to be higher if these duties were lower or 
bute Income if no tax were higher and the duties lower.

.!■ .

'S-; No attempt is made to ask what taxes 
how inflation would redlstrl-

i,

■ -

rA

. <
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analysis and that they are "excluded."
i

for the coffee export dutiesThus we see that the rationale for the adjustment

that for unshifted corporate incomt taxes borne by,Colombianis basically the same'as •-J

.U ft
And these duties are included In the part of the.next section that- 

the adjustments for the export duties on coffee are

First, part of

shareholders.

deals with direct taxes. But

compiaated than those for the corporation income tax. 

the actual anount of such duties is buried in an item entitled, "income in the speplal
somev^at more

i
so that the total amount of taxes on coffee can be determined only

and the bulletins of the National
exchange account,"

. ]
through examination of the Special exchange account 

Federation of Coffee Growers. Such an examination reveals that in 1970 taxes totalling 

were levied upon coffee exports.2,821.2 million pesos
estimate of the distribution of coffee ex- 

Thls was done on the basis
Second, it was necessary to develop an 

ports and export duties among
2

of data on number of coffee plantings and value of production, by size of plantings.

coffee plantings in the various size brackets

the various income brackets.'L

By coincidence, average value of output on 
(by hectares devoted to coffee) are such that these size brackets seem to correspond 

fairly closely to the income brackets used in estimating the rural income distribution
«

^See xoiAr/n de Tnformacion Bstadfstica sobre Cafe (Federaclon Nacional de 
Cafeteras de Colonfcia, 1970), p. 48. This figure omits the 343.9 million pesos rep- 
resented by the special certificates of exchange sold to the National Coffee Fund 
(F^nS NacioLl de Cafe'), which are the equivalent of an
Whether this should be included as part of the tax is open to debate. But so is the inriuriorif the retention tax, since it, too, is used to finance activities o
the coffee federation. The portion of the included amount mil-
exchange fund, 1376 million pesos, seems roughly consistent with the 
lion pesos appearing in a m^orandum on the special exchange account 
author by the central bank. For a further, but brief, discussion
coffee, see Richard M.. Bird, Taxation and Development: Lessons from the ColombianJx 
perience (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), pp. 211-18.

^conomfa Cafetera (Federation Nacional de Cafeteras de Colombia, April
Tli^^s dedicated solely to the cultivation of coffee tell es-

l

I

1972), p. 46. Data on 
sentially the same story: see 0£. cit. (March 1972), p. 38. . i'

•• H
y
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Distribution of Urban Income. 1970, Adjusted for Unshlfted 
^ Corporation Income Tax and Retained Earnings 

(Income in Billions of Pesos)
TABLE 7:

Cumulative Percent of 
Income Adjusted for;'

ir-:.- Percent of Income 
Adjusted for:I .* Income Adjusted for;V Retained

Earnings & 
Corporation 
Income Tax

Retained 
Earnings &
Corporation Percent of Income 
Income Tax HouseholJs Only

Retained
Earnings & Retained 
Corporation Earnings^ 
Income Tax Only

Cumulative RetainedRetained
Earnings
Only

»s:'*

'. Income Braclcet 
(pesos/Year)

' . n tj

0.20.22.10.20.2

2.6

0.20

2.38

0.200 - 6,000 
6,000 - 12,000 
21,000 - 18,000 
18,000 - -?4,000 
24,000 - 30,000 
30,000 - 36,000 
36,000 - 48,000 
48,000 - 60,000 
60,000 - 72,000 
72,000 - 84,000 
84,000 - 120,000 
120,000 - 180,000 
180,000 - 240,000 
Over 240,000 

TOTAL

2.7. 2.814.72.52.38
7.47.729.94.74.94.564^56

14.014.66.6 45.0 
55.0 
62.5 
72.0 

.79.3 
-- 83.6' 

87.2 
93.1

6.39 6;9
5.44 5.9

' 5.4 .

6.39
■‘t

19.7
24.9

20.55.75.44
25.9 
34.4
42.9 ' 

•49.2

5.25.035.03
33.18.28.57.917.91 A-

41.3
47.4

8.27.87 ' 8.5
. 6.3 

6,2 '

7.87 I

;6.15.87
5.76

12.10

-•5.87 
5.76 . 

12.10 
11.50

09 )
53.455.46.0
66.0
78.8.

87.3

68.412.6.13.0
12.32 12.4 '

7.9 ■

80.8
88v7

96.812.8
98.78.58.18

12.14
96.15

7.36
•i99.9100.012.6 100.011.310.52

100.0100.092.89
I

Adjustments to income in tlie top three income 
(from the lowest income class); 0.85, 0.85, and

Source; Table 2 and methodology described in text, 
classes as shown in Table 2 under the two assumptions were

1.67 and 3.33, respectively.V For assumptipn of complete foreign ownership of Colombian corp-1.71 and 1.67, 
orations, distribution is simply as shown in Table 2.

.-f'- •»« *

. .v< i
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Rural Income Clas'siR i? Allocation of'Coffee Export Duties amongTABLE 8:
V '

S Ize of 
Coffee 
Planting 
(Hectares)

Share of 
Exp. Duties 
fbll. pesos)

Aver. Value Tax Assigned 
of Output to Income Level of Value

of Output

percentage
Number of. Value of 
Plantings Production 

(000) (mil, pesos)€
(000)(Pesos) (6)(5)

6-12

^701

7,214 
14,865 
26,729 
43,890 
73', 982

0.12

0.23

4.3Wl.6 4.5

525.5

890.4

681.6 
054.6 
821.2

369.1
876.4
698.1 
296.0

0-1 
1-2 
2-4 
4-6 
6-10 

• 10 - 16 
16 - 20 
20 - 40 
40 - 100 
Over 100 
Total

8.2
72.8

0.3913.9 
10.7 
15.0.

12.9

12-24 
24 - 42 
42-60 
60 - 90 
90 - 120 
120 - 240 
Over 240 
Over 240

5^9

25.5

21.7

11.1

0.30 
V 0.42 

0.36
4

0.165.8109,390

177,913

420,289'

1.119.838

3.4
t0.3913.7

4.,9
0.31 *10.9

1.7
0.13

0.2
2.81100.0

de Cafeteras de Colombia,
302.9^ 6,387.6

: F.gopomfa Cafetera (Federacion NationalSource; 
April 1972), p. 46.

Distribution of Rural Income, 1970, 
Adjusted for Coffee Export Duties 

(Income in Billions of Pesos)
Coffee Percent of
Export Adjusted Adjusted 
Duties Income

TABLE 9;I

Cumulative. . Cumulative 
Percent of 
Households

Income
Income Bracket Before 
(Pesos/Year)

Percent of
Adi. IncomeIncomeAdlustmeta■=*

11.7

36.3

45.111.71.910.121.790 - 6,000 
.6,000 - 12,OCR) 
12,000 - 24,000 
24,00Cr - 42,000 
42,000-60,000 
60,000 - 90,000 
90,000 - 120,000 
120,000 - 240,000 
Over 240,000

77.024.64.03

4.31

2.24

0,85

0.89

0.23 
0.39 '

3.80
62.693.526.33.92
76.398.013.70.301.94 V

81.55.2 98.60.42

0.36

0.16

0.43
,, 86.999.05.0.53 

0.39 
0.31 

,, 0.37

13.48 
Tables 3 and 8.-

90.399.33.40.55 /
94.599.44.30.70

0.81

16.29

' 0.39
199.599.5 ;\4.9! 0.44 ■

2.81

Source;

A

' . -
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i
assumed that the correspondence was.sufficiently close to

Columns (5) and (6) indi-
In Table 3 ibove. It was

1
malce the assignments reported in Column (4.) of Table 8.

. cate the

of export'duties among size (and assumed income) brackets.

Table 3 distribution of rural income for coffee export duties is reported.in Table 9.

distribution of value of coffee output and the corresponding distribution

The adjustment to the

in addition, the cor-account is taken of the coffee export duties and-^l^ 

i poration income tax and retained earnings are

(assumption (c)), the distribution of income among Colombian households would simply 

reported in Table 4 and repeated in column (1) of Table 10.’ If the coffee ex- 

excluded from the analysis but retained earnings (assumption (b)) or

If no
Jattributed entirely to non-Colombians

be as

port duties are

retained earnings and corporate profits (assumption (a)) are attributed to high 

income Colombians, the distributions of Income would be as reported in Columns (2)

: •

both

These distributions are, of course, considerablyand (3) of Table ID, respectively, 

less^equal than the unadjusted distribution.. Finally, columns (4)-(6) of Table 10

report the corresponding results assuming the coffee export duties to be properly in-

These duties are seen to bear most heavily at the top andeluded in the analysis.

bottom of the income distribution,'but to alter it very little, overall, 

tributlons reported in part I of Table 10 are those used in calculating effective

The dls-

^The correspondence is closest at the bottom of the income scale. Then 
Income falls short of the midpoint of the income bracket. In these cases it

would raise the average Income and make 
Than at the highest income levels, av-

average 
can be argued that income from other sources 

• the assumption of correspondence reasonable, 
erage value of coffee begins to run above the midpoint of the income brackets, 
this is to be expected. Vfhereas small coffee plantings are worked primarily by the 
planter and his family, the larger ones incur substantial amounts of labor costs.
But so may their owners have substantial non-coffee incomes. Finally, it is almost 
certain that not all coffee duties should be attributed to rural households, espec
ially in the highest income classes. This is borne out by the unrealistically high 
ratios of export duties to income reported on surveys. But no correction was

Suffice it to say that the national distribution and burden figures should

But

for this.
be more accurate than either component.

V
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I
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TABLE 10: Distribution of National Household Income, 1970, under 
Alterdative Adjustments for Coffee Export Duties, Retained 

Earnings, and Corporate Income Tax • t

Household Income (billions of pesos)I.
Including Coffee Export 
Duties aiidj

Excluding Coffee Export 
Duties, but Adjusted for:

Ret. Earn. & Corporate
Income Tax

From 
Table 4Income 

.Bracket 
(pesos prt 
year) <

Ret. Earn. & 
Nothing Retained Corporate ,

More
Retained
Earnings Earnings Income Tax 

,(5)/' (6)

. *2.11 
6.41 
15.26 
29.35

L (4)(3)(2) :(1)
'2. VI 
6.41 
15.26 
29.35

2.11
6.41
15i26
29.35

1.991.991.99
6.18

Q-6,000 
6,000-12,000 
12,000-24,000 14.87 

’ 24,000-60,000 28.63 
60,000- 
120,000 

120,000 - 
240,000 

over 240,000 
TOTAL

6.18
14.87
28.63

6.18
14.87
28.63

25.1825.1825.1824.66 24.6624.66
21.21-
12.95

112.97

19.57
11.33

109.21

17.87 
9.62 

105 ^80

20.82
12.51

109.66

19.18
10.89

106.40

17.48
9.18

102.99

C
Cumulative Percentage of Household IncomeII.

rIncome 
Bracket

0-6,000 
6,000-12,000 
12,000-24,000 22.4 
24,000-60,000 50.2 
60,000- 

120,000 
120,000- 
240,000 

over 
240,000

1.91.92.01.81.9’ 1.9 7.67.88.17.57.77.9 21.2
47.3

21.8
48.7

22:521.0
26.1

21.7
48.6 50.2

69;371.869.6 74.0 ,471.774.1
88.589.790.9' -88.689.891.1 • $

100.0- ■100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0

i
7, and 9.Tables 2, 3, 4,Source:

I

tax rates in the ne:ct section.
- i

. . I
3. The Incidence of Taxation

■ {
> r

of calculating the incidence of taxation by income
*1

each of the major indirect taxes and
The next step In the process 

brackets and effective tax rates is to allocate
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the personal direct.taxes and property taxes'to the Income brackets likely to pay

taxes at various incomethem and then calculate the, percentage of income tal^by 

The allocation of the direct t^es 

and those .for the indirect taxes in the second subsection.

is described in the first subsectionlevels.

The results are brought
. -I*

^together and suimnarized in the final subsection. 

' A. Direct Taxes
Personal income tax. The primary problem in this subsection is the allo-

This and the complementary
1.

cation of the personal Income tax among income brackets.^

allocated to income classes, on the basis of unpublished tax-returnpersonal taxes were

data for 1967 supplied by the Ministry of Finance (Hacienda), adjusted roughly to ^ ..

bring them to 1970 levels.
collections in each income bracket were''calculAted on the

Data on 805,547 machine- :

Personal IrtCome tM

basis of partial- tabulations of income tax returns for 1967.
for the entire country (split into three groups: Bogota, Medellfn

%

processed returns
and the rest of the country) dnd on s’SlS hand-processed returns for Bogota had been

On the other hand, data on 10,537 handtprocessedtabulated by the .Ministry of Finance.

for Cali and Medellfn and on about 50,000 hand-processed returns for the re-teturns

Thus it was necessary -to estimate

This was done by . 

for Cali and Medellin resembled the

mainder of the country had not been tabulated.

the amounts appearing on the untabulated hand-processed returns, 

assuming that the 10,537 hand-processed returns

8,515 hand-processed returns for Bogota and that the 50,000 hand-processed returns for

, excluding Bogota, Cali and Medellin) resembled the 

for the portion of the country other than Bogota
the rest of the country (i.e.

450,731 machine-processed returns n

^As in the author's earlier study, social security ta^es were not allocated 
among income brackets because the-Colombian social security system resembles more 
nearly private insurance than a general tax-transfer operation.

\
. ' /

I%
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Thus the figures for number of taxpayers*,‘ net Income, and total taxand Medellin.

liability in each net income bracket on hand-processed Bogota returns were multiplied

by 1.237 (the ratio of 10,537 to 8,515) in order to estimate the corresponding flg-

in Call and Medellfn. Similarly, the equivalentfor hand-processed returnsures

' figures for michine-processed returns for the rest of the country were multiplied by i

.11093 (the ratio of 50,000 to-450,731) to estimate the corresponding figures for

Adding the figures estimated this
■ .4

;■

hand-^processed returns in the rest of the. country.

to those for the hand-processed returns for Bogota and the machine-processed re- Iway
'■

for the entire nation gives an estimate of the number of taxpayers, net income,

income brackets, for the entire taxpaying population.

■|

turns

and total tax liability, by net 

These are reported in the first three columns of Table 11.

The data from income tax returns described•thus far are for the net income of
i

individual taxpayers in 1967,.and thus cannot easily be matched with those from the

personal Income among families

«

I household survey, which reports the distribution of

Hoiereas the hand-pretessed returns • u

results from treating hand-processed returns for Cali like the hand-proces.sed returns 
for Bogoti and the hand-processed returns for the part of the qountry excluding 
Bogota, Cali and Medellin like the -machine-processed returns for the part of the^coun- 
try excluding only. Bogoti and Medellin, since the machine-processed returns f°r Cali, 
are included among returns for the "rest of the country." T>e j
described in the text seemed preferable, however, to treating the hand-processed returns 
for Cali like the machine-processed returns for the rest of the country. Call would 
seem to resemble Bogoti more than it does the rest of the country and

for the redt of the country,.excluding Cali, on the basis of 
...y, including Cali, would allow a slight 
in those regions hand-processed returns tend

!
in the large cities are likely to ner-

. f

hand-processed returns
data fo'd^returns for the rest of the country 
correction for the possihUllty .that even 
to pertain to high .income taxpayers.

It is worth noting that even this slightly suspect approach is vastly su
perior to the extremely rough methoddlogy followed in the present author's earlier 
study, McLure, od. cit., pp. 240-42. Because of the absence, of tabulations of income 

• tax returns except for Bogota, it wds necessary in that study to assume the 
of tax returns for Bogota to be representative of that .for the entire nation, despite 
the obvious shortcomings off this assxunption. | -

, /

#
/
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TABLE 11* Distribution of Number of Taxpayers,'^et Income, 
and Total Tax Liability, by Net Income Brackets.

in thousands; income and tax figures In millions of pesos)
Ad lusted for Ceding of Income

(Number of taxpayers
Basic Data

Total Tax 
Liability

Number OfTotal Tax 
T.tabilitvNet Income Bracket Number of 

.(Pesos per Year)
Net IncomeTaxpayersTaxpayers Net Income (6) ■(5)(4) ,(3)(2)(t)

18.72.6
60.2

177.7
313.9
514.0

2,041.1
2,122.9
4,926.4
2.191.3
1.318.4

925.5 
1,329.3

765.6 
. 1,360.5
■, 553.4 -

507.1
461.6 
327.5

19,902.84

35.0 117.95.0119.3
24.2

43.2 , 
51.0
63.5 

171-tl 
127.5
185.2
41.5
17.5

Negative - 2,000 
2,000 - 4,000 
4,000 - 6,000 
6,000 8,000 
8,000 - 10,000 
10,000 - 15,000 
15,000 - 20,000 
20,000 - 40,000 
*40,000 - 60,000 
60,000 - 80,000 
80,000 - 100,000 

■ , 100,000 - 150,000 
150,000 - 200,000 
200,000 - 400,000 
400,000 - 600,^)00 

, 600,000 - 1,000,000 
1,000,000 - 2,000,000 
Over 2,000,000 • 

i ‘ Total

2.119.32.981.2
222.7
364.4

580.8
2.147.2 
2,216.7 
5,079.2 
2,011.1
1.207.3

842.9 
1,246.1

731.8 
1,320.6

544.4 
502.?

459.9
326.4

- 4.136.55.1
6.844;8

56.6
158.8
117.1
159.4

7.91 9.711.0
41.2 39.2

.58.1
277.7 c
240.6

199.8
170.8 

^09.4
221‘. 2
446.6 
204.1 
198.0

60.7
286.3
229.2
192.8
165.6 
304. i
219.1
444.1 
203.5

197.7 •
182.9
135.2

36.0
14.9
7.99.4
8.610.3
3.64.2
4.04.9
0.9 •
0.6

-0.3
0.1

0.7
183.00.3

0.1
135.3

2,724.3.2,724.3 786.919,889.1874.6
*Less than 0.05
Source: Unpublished information on

Adjustment for ceding of income
liquidation of tax returns provided by the 

is described in appendix A.
Ministry of Finance.

i '
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. a
•Several adjustments were made to render the tvio series conmensurable.

the Incomes of individuals in the

*in 1970.

First, it was necessary to attempt to aggregate

family who filed separate tax returns, given the widespread practice of "ceding” .» •
«•»

same

income to one's spouse for tax purposes'. There is no generally satisfactory way of

The results of 'this adjustment for 

But' details^f the methodology

•1
doing this, but a rough approximation was made, 

the ceding of Income are also presented in Table 11.

'-!■ :: 
/"'S!

ust'ment for thea4^JOverall, thefollowed are confined to a separate appendix A. 

ceding of income makes relatively little difference,' except at the very lowest in-

come level, despite the fact that over 10 percent of all taxpaying units and about.

estinmted to be reported for tax purposes vere involved. The ■
6 percent of all income

J

problem is, of course, that the adjustment for ceding alone does not fully convert 

the distribution of individual income for tax purposes (and tax liabilities) to a 

family basis. This is most 

the average income in the upper 

The ideal solution would, of course, be to allocate the entire income of wives and

However, such an adjustment was itot

«

m
:-p

easily seen by noting that, the adjustment made throws 

middle income brackets outside the bracket limits. 4
W

husbands together to higher income brackets.

It is hoped that the problem'is not too significant, sln<^,-mopt of the 

problem arises in the high income brackets that should be aggregated in any

A second kind of adjustment that must be made to the basic figures in Table 11

i
attempted.

case.
«

Fairly simple procedures were fol- 

the bracket limits in Table 11,were multiplied by
is necessary to allow for growth and Inflation.

lowed in the adjustments. First,

1.49, the ratio of national income per capita^ in 1970 to that in 1967, in order to , 

allow for inflation and growth in average productivity. Second, the 'l967 figured

i
■ •I

>

Siliabilities in each income bracket (adjusted as described above) were ad-for tax
• . Justed upw^d by a uniform fraction in order to equate the total with the national ^

‘ -s- ;

'M
' ”^ • .ft*f .c

■ 'r'-■*r'
■ ;a* a \ .*
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, thusfamilies in 1970.'' .Taxes
for direct taxes imposed on 

^hen allocated among urban houl^olds by income brackets, producing
income accounts f^ures 

adjusted, were
2

the results shown in Table 12. discuss those results it isBefore proceeding to

allocated solely'among urban households.
>

worthwhile to note that,income taxes were 

in accord with the conventional wisdom that they are collected only (or primarily) 

fall wide of the mark by 

of the results, especially if we recognize

r
does notThis generalization probably

enough to cast much doubt on the validity ol 
- ^that bhe great majority of those receiving large agricultural Incomes will be in-

In urban areas.

eluded in the urban sector fdr present purposes.

With but three*exceptions, the results reported in Table 12 seem

of household income in urban areas the personal income tax

reasonable ..

enough. As a’-percentage

♦
?

ht might seem natural to adjust the liability figures upward by the ratio 
of national income in 1970~to that in 1967 or by the ratio

cedure used in constructing T^le 11 may give erroneous results. The
^f the figures in Table U is based on ignorance as to the way in which under 

Sr d3«red payment) of taxes and errors in the estimates are spread across 
(or rh.t porroo. wlrh s.l.rU.

underpay recognized liabilities by far less than those
made to adjust for this.

I ment
payment
income brackets, 
withholding will be able to 
with proprietary and capital income.

2^n several cases the adjusted income brackets corresponded sufficiently
, ^osely td tho^ in SrhSacket^imits did ’

■ SrLSh aoSel SrwhSe one or^mSe buckets from Table 11 covered more than one 
■ SSctetln Srie'^Cinterpolation was necessary. Tax liabilities reported in Table 

11 were split between bracketsW^e basis of amounts of income in ^he component 
bracked as reported in Table i^^hted by the effective tax rates on net in
come, calculated from the data in Table 11. In if
terokate between the Calculated effective tax rates. Implicit /"is approach w 
thr^isJmpJirthat exemptions, evasion, etc. constitute the same fraction of income 
in each income bracket, though they clearly do not.

No attempt was

!’
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V
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TABLE 12: Calculation of Tax Liabilities and Effective Rates 
Under the Personal Income Tax, 1970 
(Liabilities in Millions of Pesos)

Effective Tax 
Rate: Urban'
Households

« '
\ Effective Tax Rate; All 

Households: Coffee Tax
No. of Taxpayers 
as Percentage of
No. of Households***

Estimated 
Personal Income 
Tax Payments

■ ^ Net Income Bracket 
(Pesos per Year) ExcludedIncluded

.*33011.2* 022.4*
\,11.7

IK
62.4 .
47.0 
103.4 
148.0 
84.9 '
108.3 
279.9
291.3 
291.3 
291.3 
224.6 
224.6 
224.6

1491.1
1491.1
1491.1
2927.5
2927.5
2927.5
2007.0
2007.0
2007.0

6,000* 
6,000- 12,000* 
12,000- 18,000 
18,000- 24,000 - 
24,000- 30,000* 
30,000- 36,000 
36,000- 48,000 
48,000- 60,000 
60,000- 72,000 
72.000-84,000 
84,000-120,000 
120,000-180,000: a**

0- .2.233.5
.45r .336. .5

36.5
1.31.2591.2*

33.9 )
331.3
331.9

1.91.9191.5
*■

1.9 18
19 I2.3

2.52.4152.4 % 0

2.72.615• 2.5b 3.02.9 .152.7c
152.7180,000-240,000: a** -a153.1b > •153.5.c 11.911.53912.3*

14.2*
16.9*

Over 240,000 : a** 13.7' 13.239b 16.2 '15.539e 2.72.640: J** 3.0Total 2.82.7403.2 .b 2.82.8» ■ f3.3c 6.05.96.2Oyer 120,000 : a** 6.7. 6.5196.8b 7.57.3197.7•C

*Indicates probable overestimates. In calculating the rate in column 4 and in what follows an effective rate 
of only 0.2 percent is used in the lowest Income bracket. The top three brackets can be combined, a. ^ .
bottom^three*^lines to get a better picture of the effective rate at the top of the income scale. No correction was nmde , 
for the small overstatement of the effective rate In the .24-36,000 peso bracket or for the possible understatement in
the 60 ^^’^2?hrthree*8etrof estimates in the highest Income brackets reflect different assumptions about the incid^e 
of the corporation income tax, and therefore about Income in the absence of taxes, as explained in the text. Assum^on.

limits do not coincide approximately by allocating taxpayers between brackets in the same nroportlon as number of housa-^ 
holds.

Tables 2. 7. and 11., Using methodology described i*the text.Source:

' ( T
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rl*s fairly smoothly'from one half of one percent in the lowest income brackets

to 2 1/2- or 3 percent In the 120-240 thousand peso brackets and to 12-17 percent

the assumption one adopts about thein the very highest bracket, depending upon 

incidence of the corporation income tax. 

the liabilities in the lowest income bracket are surely vastly overstated,

The exceptions are as follows. First,

This

is easily seen not only from the extraordinarily high percentage tax is of income,

the estimated number of taxpayers (122 thousand)V

but by the fact that in this bracket
Many of thesethe estimated number of urban households.is 330 i^rcent as great as

taxpayers ar^ undoubtedly in higher income brackets 

this lowest brackrf/ because of exemptions, avoidance, evasion

an effective rate of tax in this bracket of 0.2, rather than the 11.2 re-r 

But no effort is made to allocate the remaining 20

, but for tax purposes are in 

Thus in what, etc.'

follows.

ported in Table 12, is used, 

million pesos to other income brackets.
i

liabilities in the 24-30 thousand peso bracket bear aSecond, for some reason 

relation to income that violates common sense, in that there is a sudden jump in

the effective tax rate in this bracket, and then a slight subsequent fall. Probably 

liabilities are overstated by roughly two-thirds, that is, they should probably be

pesos, and the effective tax rate

i

only about 37 million pesos, rather than 62 mlllii^ 

pn'urban households should probably be only about .70 percent. This is suggested by

in this income bracket is 59 percent of the

s

the fact' that the number of taxpayers 

number of households, while in the «five brackets surrounding it the corresponding
i
!

percentages are 33-36.' No effort is made to correct for this likely overstatement.

it is possible, but difficult to know, that the effective tax rate in 

bracket is overestimated, especially relative to the two

ire instructive to combine those three

pa
Third,

ithe very highest income !■

ymmedlately lower brackets.^ Thus it may be

^Again this is suggested by the sudden rise in the estimated number of

■4:
I ■
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If this is done, the effectivebrackets than to leave them as they ar^ iti Table 12.

of personal income taxation in the combined open-ended bracket is in the rangerate

makes about the Incidenceof 6.2 to 7.7 percent, depending upon the assumption one 

of the Cbrporation income tax. Again, no correction is made at th^^s point, though
il

V

this possible source of' error is mentioned again later.

The discussion thus far has concerned only effective rates of personal Income 

Inclusion of rural households, who are assumed to pay

•'y

i-

IT'
- tax on urban households.

negligible amounts of personal income taxes, results in the effective tax pattern
Since rural householdson all househcjiids shown in the last two columns of Table 12. 

have relatively low income levels, the rise in effective rates is continuous and

that for urban households only.. As before, however, the rate insmoother than was

the income class of over 240,000 pesos per year is probably overstated and it is

for households in the country with over 

This rate falls in the range of 6 to.7 1/2 per- 

;fe assumption of the incidence of the corporation income tax

■ -V-worthwhile to calculate the effective rate

120,000 pesos per year in income.

cent, depending upon t
whether the coffee export duties are treated as taxes, apd,therefore asand upon

foregone household income, or as an expense 

subsection 3 below).

of earning income in the coffee sector - 

it does appear that the personal income tax^ee In any event.
1 *

imparts an important element of progressivity to the Colombian tax system.

This subsection describes the role played by various

income tax and the effective bur- 

income levels under the various'

2, Corporation Taxes.

assumptions about the incidence of the corporation 

ddn of taxation imposed upon households at various
;• ■

■

r.; ‘ki ■
abrupt rise.

^This resultls roughly consistent with the author’s previous study, and 
the Taylor study, though it shows (perhaps incorrectly) greater Income tax pay- 

levels than do either of the earlier studies.with
ments at low income

o
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As noted above, three assumptions about the incidence of 

employed in this study; A, that it is borne by upper in-
Incldence assumptions, 

the corporation tax were

Colombian-shAreholders; B, that it is shifted to Colombian consumers; and C,come

that it is borne by foreign shareholders.

also attributed to upfer income Colombians 

to foreign owners, 

the assumption that the tax

to foreigners, since the results would be changed fairly |ittle 

sumption B by the adoption of this assumption about retentions.)

The allocation of^ the corporate income tax among households |on the assumption 

is borne by Colombian shareholders has already been described in Sec-

income households Increases the hypothetical

In the first two cases retained earnings

in the last they were attributed
were

out the exercise under(It did not seem worthwhile to carry

is shifted to consumers but retained earnings accrue

from those for as-

i

. ^
! that the tax • • H.

tion II. Allocations of the tax to upper

income of households to above what is reported in surveys by.the amount of the tax,
t

the tax would have been, available to • ■

On the satoe assumption, retained earn- 

If the tax is shifted to consumers.

on the assumption that an amount equal to 

these households in the absence of the tax.

ings were attributed to Colombian shareholders.
i

of Colombian households exceeds what surveys suggest bythen the economic income

only the amount of retained earnings, (but only if retained earnings can realistic-

Finally, ii Colombian corporations were owned 

would not need to augment the survey data on income
ally be attributed to Colombians), 

entirely by non-Colombians, one 

because of the corporation tax, regardless of the incidence of the tax, though he

might wish to do so for other reasons.

.■^This is not the place to discuss the time-honored (and somewhat threadbare) 
isAue of whether in fact private incomes would have been higher by the amount of the 
tax, whether expenditures would have been,foregone in the absence of the tax, etc. 
Suffice it to say that this is the usual approach in studies of this kind.

1
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- -j , 1the 'In-^ The upshot of this discussion is that the assumption one makes abou^L . 

cldence of the corporation’income tax affects the calculation of effective tax 

rates in the various income brackets in two ways.-

burden on a given income group depends upon whether the corporate tax is pa-id by 

Colombian shareholders, by Colombian consumers, or by foreign shareholders, 

obviously, and,also less crucially, the denominator in the calculation of effective 

tax rate?, defends upon- the incidence assumption in the ways described in the previous

Most obvibusly, the total tax

Less

J '

paragraph.-
f-■

■

Having said this, we can turn directly to the effective tax rate estimates.

For assumption A, the' ef feet ive rates in the highest

ky assumption this tax

■?

which are reported in Table 13.

three urban income classes are roughly 6 2/3, 10 and 13 1/3,
rural households, and so is neglecteS in the calciiiatlon

1

1

has but.little Incidence on 

of effective tax rates on rural hou.seholds.

also small relative to t^tal urban incomes in the same brackets.

1

But total Vural incomes i,n the highest

income brackets are3

the effective tax rates for the country as a whole in the top two brackets (where

in the urban distribution are combined)
so

the second and third brackets from the top

7.7-7.9 and 12.5-13.0, ^he exact point within these ratiges depending upon whether, 
the coffee export duties are treated as a potential part of household income or simply

(See the^ next subsection for a. more' ' 

Thus if i-n fact the corporatlofr* tax is borne by

• are

.■ ,

cost of earning income in the coffee sector, 

detailed discussion of this issue.)

Colombian shareholders, it contributes importantly to the progressivity of the Col-

a

ombialf tax system.
If, on the other hand, the tax is shifted to consumers, it is probably borne

less in proportion to income, as suggested in columns 2, 4, 6, and 8 »f Table

reflect the assumption that a shifted corporation
more or

13. • The estimates reported there
%

■w' .
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Estimated Effective Tax Rates for the Corporation Income 
Tax under Two Incidence Assumptions*, 1970

Ef^tlve Tax Rate:
RuAi Households, B:
Coffee Export Duties

TABLE 13:.. .

/ Effective Tax Rates: All Households
Coffee Duties Excluded i;Effective Tax Rates: 

Urban Households
Income Brackets 
(Pesos pfer year)

Coffee Duties Included -<•

BABIncluded Excluded ABA (8)(7)(6)(5)(3)(i) (2) A.54.24.54.24.4 2.76,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 18,000 
18,000- 24,000 
24,000- 30,000 
30,000- 36,000 
36,000- 48,000 
48,000- 60,000 
60,000- 72,000 
72,000- 84,000 
84,000-120,000 
120,000-180,000 
180,000-240,000 
Over 240,000 
TOTAL

0- 2.62.72.62.7« 3.13.03.12.82.9
3.2 3.23.13.22.53.1

3..^k
3.3 %
3.1 • ■ 2.92.9' 2.91.92.8

I
2.8 u>
3.0 3.0 .7.93.07.73.41.52.96.7 I

3.310.0 2.913.02.812.53.41.62.913.3 3.13.03.02.93.22.63.03.4

Assumption C involves complete exportingdescribed in the text and Table 12.♦Assumptions A and B are as 
of. the tax to non-Colombians.

.Source: Tables 7 and 8.
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i
tax would be borne roughly in proportion to non-food expenditures, which tend to

Finally, if the1
take a fairly uniform fraction of Income at all Income levels.

is exported entirely to foreigners (which would perhaps be
,-V ■■

corporation income tax 

its most important attribute), it would be proportionate in the formal sense of
; •.

adding to neither progressivity nor regressivity;

Coffee Export Duties. If coffee export duties simply went into general
3. r

it would be reasonable to treat them as any other tax—except .that we would 

want to xreat them as a potential addition to household income, as we have done in

the other hand, they simply go to finance activities of the

revenue

Xable 9 above. If, on

coffee sector that might otherwise be financed privately by the constituents of the

Though truth ‘coffee sector, they could reasonably be ignored in a study such as this, 

probably lies somewhere between these«two extremes, in this study estimates are made 

based on the two extreme assumptions. That is, for both the rural sector and the

nation as a whole alternative estimates are presented, based on the competing assump-

otlar tax and should be

I

(a) that the coffee export duties are simply li>^e any

Included in the analysis and (b) that they really are not 
2

should be excluded.

Table 14 reports the effective tax rates 

whole implied in the allocation of export

It can teadily be seen that according to these estimates the coffee duties

tlons

taxes at all, and therefore

for the rural sector and for the nation 

duties among income brackets in Table
as a

1-
8.i

4^The derivattion of the estimated distribution of non-food expenditures Moijg
detail in section B below, which discusses the IIncome brackets is described in more . ^

estimation of the Incidence of indirect taxes, which a shifted corporation tax re
sembles in its incidence. The generalization that a shifted t« is roughly propor
tionate to income is not quite valid in all cases, as column (3) of Table 13 reveals. 
This result occurs because non-food consumption is roughly proportionate to rural in- 

actually received by households, but not to rural income inclusive of the coffee 
export duties.

4 •'i
• i m ■

•i

come

■^Time would not allow in-depth research of this question, but truth seems ttf
also Richard M. Bird, l2C. cit. flie nearer the latter interpretation; see

\

\
■
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TABLE 14; Effective Tax Rates Imposed by 
Coffee Export Duties, 1970

Effective Tax Rate Implied 
• ’ by Coffee Export Duties

Rural HouseholdsNet Income Bracket 
(Pesos per year).

All Households

5.76.30- 6,000 
6,000- 12,000 , 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000 : a*

3.65.7

2.69.1

2.523.3

2.136.1

1-.855.7

55.7 2.0
b

2.255.7

59.3

c
3.4

•: .a*Over 240,000-
3.959.3

59.3

b
4.6

c
2.517.3; a*Total
2.617.3b
2.717.3V , c

★Assumptions A, B and C pertain to the incidence of the corporation 
income tax, and are as described in the text a,nd Table 12.

Source: Tables 7, 8, and 9.
<
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element of taxation within the rural, sector, butconstitute a strongly progressive

for the nation as a whole they are regressive, except at the very highest Income

sizeable part of total rural inco-.e, even where

As discussed further
level. ^ Moreove.r, they take a very

that income is defined to include the export duties themselves.
of substantially higher effective tax rates in

I
below, this explains the appearance 

the rural sector than in the urban sector. 

i large fraction of them, should not be considered ps being on an

Of course, if the export duties, or even 

equal footing with

other taxes, this phenomenon does not appear.

thus far in this section we

There are, however, important

have discussed only direct taxes 

direct taxes at the
4, Property Taxes.

Level.levied at the national 

municipal level in Coidmbia. 

valorizacion levy.

There are the two property taxes, the predj.^ and the
■*

developments in incidence theory, these taxes
*

In.line with recent
1

are treated as being borne by the owners of the taxed property. 

The household budget survey data upon which

based also includes information on household payments

The figures for each of the seven cities were

the estimate of the distribution of

of the predial and the
income is

expanded in exactly
valorization levy.

Vis pattern, which is quite smooth and consistent across inc^e brackets.
reasonable than the erratic pattern reported in the author

p. 259,
would appear to be more
earlier work oa the subject; see McLure, op. cj^

25^^ Mieszkowski, "The Property Tax: an Excise Tax
nf Public Economics. 1972, pp. 73-96. Time and space do not

plicity and comprehensiveness, the levy is included in the analysis, as »
Lxes. which also have a certain element of benefit rationale, ^ho j
this treatment can easily enough subtract these taxes out and omit them, 
done for social security, payroll taxes.

i
i.

I

« •
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*
for numbers of households and for Incomes In order tothe same fashion as ware those

' estimate of the distribution and amount of total payments of these taxes byderive an

urban households. Then It was 

pay exactly one half as much predial as

a.

■

assumed that as a fraction of Income rural households 

urban households, and that rural households 1

no valorization levies, as this Is an essentially urban tax.^ The residual was
pay

assumed to be levied upon conacrelal and Industrial property and was split among the 

brackets above 120,OOt) per year In the same manner as the corporation Income1
Income

tax and retained earnings. Thld procedure resulted.in the estimated patterns of tax
' ■ ’ ■ '2 ' -

burdens and effeoclve rates reported In Table 15.

• . ■ The property taxes are quite IhslgnlfTcant, as a percentage t>f Income,, for

Only In Income brackets

both

urban and rural households. In the lowest Income brackets, 

of above 120,000 pesos per year, which are assumed to bear the burden of the roughly

commercial and Industrial capital, are the bur-.60 percent of the taxes assigned to 

dens really significant, rising to 1.0 to 2.5 percent of Income. And even then, the
*

urban households.burdens are (by assumption) this heavy only on
The burden of direct taxes In Colombia (Including the coffee export 

excluding the municipal automobile license taxes) can be

at various Income levels

/

5. Suasnary.

duties. If applicable, but

summarized as In Tables 16-18, which give effective tax rates^

and for the entire nation under a variety of assump-for the urban and rural sectors
i

pesos or ll^^^hI^0."nt^oHu^rJol^ U "intrivef u^erS; 

employed.
^The latest data available on tax collections, from a special tabulation of 

Estadfstlcas Flsc.les by DANE, was for 1969. These figures, rather than budget*^ ___

r.ene;al del Presuouesto: too 1970, p. 433. The tax on '-circulation and transit was 
treated AS an ladlrect tax In the way described in the section below.

%
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Burde^ and Effective T 
Predial and Valorization Levies, 196

/ Rates for theTABLE 15: Estimated Tax
i

Effective Tax Rates 
Rural:

Coffee Duties 
Included Excluded

All Households
Coffee Duties 

Included Excluded

Urban:
Property Tax Burdens 
(millions of Pesos) 
Urban Rural Total

• Income Bracket 
(Pesos )?er year)

.1.1.1.1.1*1.1.2 .9 .1 *0- 6,000 
12,000 
18,000 

1^000- 24,000 
2*000- 30,000 
30,000- 36,000 

• 36,000- 48,000
48,000- 60,000 
60,000- 72,000 
72,000- 84,000 
84,000-120,000 

• 120,000-180,000:

-.1.1.1.14.82.9 1.9 
6.0 1.6

6,,000-
,000-

.1. Iv •. **.116.012
.18.4 # .2 ..2.1.1 ..159.31.79.5

7.7 .2
.418.8 A
.211.6 .3.3.1.1.269.9.78.8
.318.2

, I.442.2 
A 1-21.8 
B 121.8 
C 121.8 

.180,000-240,000: A 114.7 
B 114.7 
C 114.7 

: A 236.9 
B 236.9 
C 236.9 

: A 622.2 
B 622.2 
C 622.2

1.2
1.3
1.4 •

1.1.1*1.0239.7 
239.7 
239.7 .

.2 1.2.1*1.1.2 1.3..1*1.2.2
1.4
1;6
1.8 1.91.8.1.12.0237.4

237.4
237.4 
629.6 
629.6 
629.6

« .5Over 240,000 2.1 2.2.1.12.3.5 2.62.5.1.12.7.5 .6 ’ .6.1.1.67.5Total .6.6' .1 .1.77.5 .6.6.1. .1.77.5
«■

y-
^urLrSpecUl'*tIbuUtion of Estadfstlcas Fiscales* provided by DA^^an'l Ministerlo de 

Publico, BoletL de Direccion General del Presupuesto:'Ano 1970, p. 433, using methodology descriI Credito 
in text.

■ V '
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'• tJons about the incidence of the corporation income tax and inclusion of the coffee

borne by urban families are progressive because
* '

• export duties. The effect-lve rates 

• each of the direct taxes is progressive—at least if the corporation income tax is
i

Oh the other hand, the effective rates borne byborne by Colombian shareholders.
y *

rural households are

/

progressive only if it is assumed that the coffee export tjuties 

should be included in the analysis. By the same token, the rural sector is subjected

to only minor direct‘taxes if the coffee export duties are excluded from tKe analysis.

Butburden arising if the corporation income tax is shifted to consumers.

included, the rural sector pays a high effective rate of
the main

if the coffee duties are

direct tax indeed-roughly 2p percent, compared to about 7 percent in the urban sec--'
Finally,

1

be shifted entirely to foreigners).tor (assuming the corporation tax not to
for all households is genc^rally progressive, due to the •the effective rate ^ttern

Just how progressive depends, of course.progressivity of -the personal income tax.

assumed that the corporation income tax is borne by Colombianupon whether it is
foreigners, and whether or not the coffee export dutiesshareholders, consumers, or

are included in the analysis.

B, Indirect Taxes
i.

collected in Colombia in 1970 would be allocated amongIdeally indirect taxes
in accord with consumption patterns reported in the household budget

First,, actual
income brackets

There are, hovy^r, several .obstacles to such an approach.
survey.

tax collections are reported only through 1969; figures for 1970 relate only to ini-

Faced with the choice of using either the actual 1969 figures
J

tial budget estimates.

or budgetary, estimates for .1970, the former was chosen, even though the ire ome 

bution figures being used are for 1970. Second, these data for 1969 are reported in ,

stri-

* -.ai •

considerably less detail than are those for actual collections through 1967 or hxij- 

Tfius it was necessary in some cases to use patterns from thegetary projections#
* ■I

is-'
*
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TABLE 1&: , Sutmnary of ,Effectlvfi.Rites pf Direct Texes; 
Urban Sector '

Corporstton.. .
> Income Tax

A 1 v*:

■7-
4'

■

• 'S.-.-’i■*<

Personal 
Income 
Tax

Total. . 
A.C B

.3 4,7 .

f- Property
Taxes -it'-'\

Inconte Bracket 
(Pesos per year)

0- 6,000
6,000- 12,000

12,000- 18,000
’ .18,000- 24,000

24,000- 30,000 ■

30,000- 36,000
36,000- 48,000

.48,000- 60,000

60,000- 72,000
72,000- 84,000^ •
84,000-120,000 ■

120,000-180,000 : A

.'B.A
4.4.2 •. -i1 . v6 3.3

t ■.6-.3;6,., .
- .6 3j8 ;•

.12.7 m'-'.5- ,
.{2.9..5

.13.2, 
3.-1- 

-■ 3.J4

- '3.1

.5v .
« ■

%<■

1.2 4.3 V 
* ',.1.1 4.4;

1.7 4.7

♦.1 - •
1.2

"V •
.2i9 [_'v

•I ■ .. . ■* -'i^i
■2.-1.- 5.3-.. ..

i.. 4.4': 'n
■ '-‘A i

's-
.21.9 *«•

2.8 .21.5 •\ 2.2.,3.0^
. 2.7 ^7 - - ‘

‘^lO.O **

* 6.4
3.9 'y / 

14.1

.32.81.9
■ .43.02.3 %

, .‘■v .. •■1.06.7 ,* Ji, . -2.4 / ijs
. ‘ 1.1 

. 1*2
2.9*2.5.B . 'V

V̂**2.7C ..* . ■ ■I", 10.0 ■ *2.7180,000-240k000 : A \# 1-* 7.9 
5.2< *

.^27.6 *
* . i9;'4 • •

1.63.3* ''3.1B 1■/ »
/ ' • 1.8*★3.5C

■ It2.0* '13.312.3Over 240,000 : A
a 2;32,9*19.2B

19.6 * • • 

*. 6.9

2.7
a

16
* - *C .. 16.9' ■■I 6.9 , * *>3.4 * •3.0: A•Tbtal■>

.6* 3.03.2B t .4.0 *
17.6 * .

* 11.4

.7* #'■ ^ *3.3C
* ■

r 1.510.0 *
* 3.0

6.2 • •Over 120,000 : A *\ 1.6 ■ 
1.8

6.8B
% if'-*T,7C

«r
y%★Not applicable.

Source: Tables 12, 13 and 15.'
• •» V ..
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table 17: Summary of Effective Rates of Direct Taxation,

Rural Sector
Coffee
Export
Duty

Corp. . 
Income 
Tax: B

TotalProperty 
Taxes.

Income Bracfet 
(Pesos per year) •

A,C B

Coffee Export Duties^ Included
6.3 6.3 10.6.1• 4.26,000 

6,000- I'a.ooo

12,000- 24,000

0-

5.8 8.35.7.1< 2.6
9.1 11.99.1*2.8

23.4 25.823.3.12.524,000- 60,000 

60,000-120,000 

120,000-240,000

36.2 38.036.1a1.9!

55.8 57.255.7*1.5

54.4 .55.954.3.11.6Over 240,000
17.3 19.917.3.1. 2.6Total • i

Duties ExcludedCoffee ExportI :*
i .1 4.6**.14.50- 6,000

.1 2.8. **.12.76,000- 12,000 

12,000- 24,000 

24,000-'60.000 

60,000-120,000 

120,000-240,000

n •
u

3.1*
' ■ ***3.1

t- . .1 3.3**.13.2 's

** ^ 3.0V .1.12.9
r

.1 3.4**.1 13.4 *
1

.1 3.6**.13.4Over 240,000
1 r

.1 3.3**.13.2 1Total

«Les8 than .05 percent. 
**Not applicable.
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TABLE 18: Sunmary of Effective Rates of Direct Taxes, 
All Households

ICoffee
Export
Duties

Corporation 
Income Tax

Personal
Income Bracket Income
(Pesos per year) Tax

✓>
Total

<A,C . B
Property 
Taxes

Coffee Export Duties Included
A.C B

is

10.05.75.7.1- \ 4.26. **0- I 6.53.83.6.12.6.2 \6,000- 12,
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 

120,000-240,000: A 2.4 
B 2.6 
C 2.9

Over 240,000 ; A 11.5
B 13.2 
C 15.5 

; A 2.6 
B 2.7 
C 2.8 

Over 120,000 : A 5.9
' B 6.5 

C 7.3

-/■ S6.03.02.6.13.0.3
7.03.92.5.23.11.2

4.2 7.12.1.32.91.9
1.8 13.1 ■ka 1.13.0 .7.7

8.82.0 *1.2* *
6.4 ★2.21.3* *

29.3 ★3.,41.8*12.5
21.93.9 *2.12.8*

22.54.6 ■k2.5- ** r8.6 *2.5.62.9 *Total 8.8*2.6.6-3.0* •
6.0 *2.7.6**

19.2 
c *

* .2.41.49.5 *
13.62.71.52.9*

12.1 *3.01.7**
ExcladedCoffee Export Duties

.1 4.6

.3 3.P

.5 3.5
1.5 4.7
2.2 5.1

*.14.50- 6,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000: A 2.5 

B 2.7 
C 3.0 

: A 11.9 
B 13.7 
C 16.2 

: A 2.7 
. B 2.8 
C 2.8 

: A 6.0 
B 6.7 
C 7.5

**
*.12.7.2

34 *.1.4*
*.23.21.3
*.32.91.9

11.5 ★*1.27.9 *
7.0*1.3 *3.0*

4.3 **1.4it*
*26.7it1.913.0 ★Over .240,000

18.8♦*2.22.9? *
18.8 *★2.6**
6.2 •*♦.63.0 *Total 6.4*.6 it3.1*4
3.5 **.6*
17.2 **1.49.8 *Over 120,000 11.2*1.6 *■*

3.01.
9.3 **1.8**

*Not applicable.
^^*Less than .05 percent. 
Source: Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15. *
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1970 budget data to allocate indirect taxes within broad categories.

Finally, the coffee export duties discussed in section 2D

This is ex

plained further below.

above were treated as direct taxes for purposes of this exercise and the amount of

subtracted from the amount of national taxes collected onthe petroleum subsidy was

On the other hand,^the automotive registration taxes were treated as In-gasoline.

.direct taxes, as noted above.

Allocation. Table 19 below reports the amounts of national, departmental1.

(Including national territories), and municipal taxes of various kinds to be allo-

These allocations arecated among income groups and the basis of the allocations.

The consumption patterns on which they are based are sum-■ described further here.

marlzed tn appendix Tables B-1' and B-2.

Gasoline taxes, net of the subsidy Implicit in the differential petroleum
* 2

the basis of estimated use of motor fuel. ^ 

half of the taxes should be allocated to users of

a.

Ac-exchange rate, were allocated on 

cording to this rough estimate, 

private automobiles, 20 percent to carriers of cargo, and 15 percent each to muni-
i

i

1
The half attributed to private owners 

income brackets in urban and rural areas on the 

For urban areas gasoline consumption figures

cipal buses and taxis and intermnlclpal buses, 

of automobiles was allocated among 

basis of the household budget survey.

^This approach seemed somewhat more reasonable than using patterns of col
lections for 1967, in that changes in tax law would be more likely to be reflected 
in the 1970 projections. A similar approach was not used for the predial and valor
ization levies because budgetary figures for 1970 were available only for capital 
cities, where the valorization levy could be expected to be more Important, relative 

- to the predial, than in all municipalities.
^For details of the operation of the differential exchange rate, see 

Charles E. McLure, Jr., "Automotive Tax Reforms," in Gillls and Musgrave, op. cit., 
pp. 692-719. Though this system has since been modified (but not eliminated), it is 
estimated to have entailed a subsidy of roughly 400 million pesos, according to fig-

Unfortunately, no similar allowance was made for

i*-

r

ures provided by the Central Bank, 
this subsidy in the author's previous study of tax Incidence in Colombia.
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indirect Taxes to be Allocated, 1969 
and Bases of Allocation 

(Collection's in millions of pesos)
TABLE 19:

/Level of Government
Basis of AllocationTotalMunicipalDepartmental"National

400.0*’

Tax

.5 Consumption of gasoline 

.2 Total consumption 

.15 Ur1>an buses & taxi use 

.15 Rural buses

439.939.9.Gasoline

■1666.1 Expenditure on alcobdllc 
beverages

Expenditures on tobacco 
products

1666.1*^
Alcoholic beverages

5.8** 569.45 63 .,6Tobacco

/ I.5 Expenditures on 
registration 

.3 Total consumption 

.1 Urban bus & taxi use 

.1 Rural buses

119.433.186.3•Auto registration

I

> Non-food consumption1907.41907.4 U)Customs
I

Non-food consumption539.3539.3 -iStamp

Industry and cbnmierce

< «
Total consumption

Departmental: non-fpod
, consumption 

National; According to ^ 
rate structure

289.5289.5

■. . . . . .

V. '.i/
1336.01088.9^ 247.1Sales Tax
6867.0322.62603.03941.4Total

“includes the national territories. - 
' *’Net of the subsidy implicit in the petroleum exchange rate.

'includes profits of the departmental liquor mjnopolies. 
**lncluded In .departmental total in subsequent tables.

non-iood cor.Eumptlon; 102.4 to expcndlturas on.“National-sales tax allocated as follows: 747.5 to 
t tobacco; 239.0 to automobile purchases,;

Source: Ministerio de Hacienda y 
p. 138 and special DANE tabulations of Estad1st leas Fiscales 
further breakdown In some cases based on 1967 collections, as reported.in

«

Cre'dlto Publico, Boletln de Direccion General del Presupuesto. AHo 1970, 
for 1969 for departments and municipalities, with 

the above mentioned Boletln, p. 337.

A

%
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/
cities were "blown up" to a national total in the same,way that figures 

Then it was assumed that in a given income bracket rural

urban households. The

for the seven

for income were blown up 

households spent the same fraction of income of gasoline as
%. .:

20 percent attributable to cargo transportation was allocated in proportion to est-
T

total consumption*, where the latter was calculated in a way

The 15 percent at-
imated expenditures.on

analogous to that described for private purchases ©^gasoline, 

tributed to municipal buses was allocated among urban households on the basis of the 

figure for purchases of transport services in the Seven cities.in the survey,

(Eighty-seven percent of such expenditures were for bus and

■

?
!
i
;

totalI
without blowing them up.

taxi transportation.) The figures were not blown up, because only municipal trans-

reasonable that totals for these seven 

Finally, the 15 percent attributed to inter-

\
portation was being considered, and it seems 

cities reflect that quite adequately, 

municipal buses was allocated entirely to rtyral households on the following rather

assumed that in each income bracket rural households spent

t

imperfqct basis. It was 

the same fraction of income on intermunicipal bus transportation as do urban house-

holds, as reported in the survey.

Alcoholic beverage taxes, including the profits of the departmental liqupr 

monopolies, lere allocated on the basis of total expenditures on alcoholic beverages, 

where the allocation was done in the same way as that for private use of ,ga|^oline.

also allocated among bouseholds following a procedure 

analogous to that described for private gasoline For convenience, the small

amount collected at the national level was simply lumped together with departmental

b./»

. ^
c. Tobacco taxes were

i

collections.^

^There is, in addition, a tax 
policy and profits of LEMA. 
corresponding subsidy to imported foodstuffs..

element implicit in the differential pricing 
No attempt was made to account for either this or the

■ #■

/
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Automotive registration fees were allocated one half to owners of privated.

In general (via taxes on cargos), and 10 percent each 

These components were treated like
cars, 30 percent to consumers

•>
to urban buses and taxes and Ihterurban buses, 

the corresponding amounts of gasoline taxes, described above.. The portion attributed

to owners of private cars was allocated on the basis of survey data on registration

expenditures.

the national stamp taxes, and the departmental, sales taxes 

were all allocated.on the basis of non-food consumption expenditurese 

unavoidable shortcomings of this study is that no detail is avgUable 

down of customs duties by commodity classes.

f. The municipal industry and commerce tax 

consumption. The regressivity of this tax may be overstated somewhat, due to the im

portance of consum^ition of food that does not pass through the marketplace in low- 

income levels.

' •
Customs duties,c.

One of the ?

on the break-

wa’s allocated on the basis of total

>•-
i

<

The national sales tax is composed of a standard rate of 3 percent and dlf-

Collections from the standard rate were

The 10 percent rate applies only to
^domestically produced cigarettes, and so was Allocated ^n the same way.as

g.

ferential rate^ of 8, 10, and 15 percent. 

alioc,§ted on the basis, of non-food consumption.
tobacco

The 8 and 15 percent rates, apply to a variety of luxury items: automobiles, 

watches, electric hand appliances, imported liquors and cigarettes, imported clothes, * 

radios, televisions, electric appliances, cameras and projectors, etc. (15 percent); 

cosmetics, heaters and air-conditioners,, pickup and panel trucks, motorcycles, bi

cycles, domestic liquors, etc. (8 percent).^' To reflect the. general luxury nature

taxes.

a
’■*

■ >1
‘ (

■ ■*. \ 1
.1- ■
I
I- .

4< 4■ ^The breakdown*of 1970 collections by rate of tax was supplied by the 
Division de Recaudos y Cobranzas of the department of national taxes of the Finance 
Ministry. The coverage of the various rates is described^in Dlreccion de Impuestos 
Naclonales, Boletifn 33, Impuestos sobre las Ventas, Bqgota* December 1969, pp. 4-7, 
•26-27. . ‘

>• .4?
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of these items end to offset the neglect of the unknown luxury content of Import ^ 

duties, revenues from these two tates were allocated in proportion to expenditures

on the purchase of automobiles.
t

These indirect taxes have the effective rate structures in the

In general.
2. Incidence.

and the nation as a whole shown in Tables 20-22. 

tendenc^ toward either progressivity or regressivity in the effective in

direct tax rates p*iS.^y urban households, except at the very highest levels, where 

there seems toibe a slight tendency towards progressivity.

to conclude that on balance the indirect tax burden on urban households is roughly

erban and rural sectors^ 

there is no

i.

Thus it seems reasonable

J n
i This reflects the essentially proportionate structure of 

Within the total at the national level we see

i proportionate to income.

•taxation at each level of government.
■ .)

i
i

- '^the sl^ht progressivity of the gasoline tax offsetting the similarly slight regress

ivity of the stamp taxes and customs duties, with the sales tax showing a shallow 

tendency toward regressivity at low Income levels (reflecting the non-foo» consump- 

element ia the estlmdion procedure) and progressivity at the upper end of the 

scale (reflecting allocation in proportion to purchases of automobiles).

tion

1The effective rates exhibit a considerable amount of fluctuation between ^ 
This is more than the normal Interplay of the effective rate pat-

Rather, it seems to be .

rooted in extreme fluctuations in the effective rate patterns for particular taxes, 
and especially the excise taxes on alcoholic beverages.
between the movements in the effective rates for the alcoholic beverage taxes and the 
movements in the total effective rates for all taxes at all levels-of government.)
These fluctuations are probably spurious and result from the way in which the estimates 

Because of the blowing up of rpsults from the survey to represent
given household in certain cities is 
consumption patterns of given (non-'

Income brackets, 
terns for the various Indirect taxes under consid^eration.

(Note the high correlation

were coCstructed.
the entire nation, the consumption pattern of a 
magnified many times. It Is^ thus possible that
representative) households in certain Income categories carry through with enough 
strength to produce the unrealistic fluctuations in effective rates reported here.
Time did npt allow a more thorough analysis of this problem.

The problem just described can probably be distinguished from the rather u- 
blqultous tendency for effective rates to be very high in the lowest Income bracket 
and then to fall as Income rises. This latter phenomenon is probably better considered 
to be support for the permanent income hypothesis than for the proposition that the in
direct tax system is regressive at low income levels. In terms of permanent income it 
y not exhibit this appearance of regressivity.

7
: -
1
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TABLE 20: Effective Rates of Indirect Taxation Paid by Urban Households
~ Departmental

Muni- 
c ipalNational •

Gaso-^
line
and
Auto

Sales Total Reg.

., Total: 
All 
Levels

i
• \

a
Tobacco Bev. Sales Total

Gaso
line Customs Stamp

Income bracket 
(Pesos per year)

0- 6,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 18,000 
18,000- 24,000 
24,000- 30,000 
30,000- 36,000 
36,000- 48,000 ,
48,000-60,000 ■
60,000- 72,000 
72,000- 84,000 
84,000-120,000 
120,000-180,000: A

*

6.8.41.6.3L.2.11.2 4.82.6 .7.2
4.4.31.1.2.1.7.13.0.71.6 .7.2

.3 6.1 - 

.3 6.5
2.51.2 .21.03.3 .1.9.51.7.2
2.7.2.8 1.6

.7 1.3
.1 .5 1.8

.6 2.1

.4 1.1
.1 .6 2.6

.4 1.3

3.4 .1.91.9 .5.2.
2.2 .3 6.0.23.4 .1.8.51.8.2

.3 6.52.6.33.6.9.5.2 2.0

.3 7.03.0.33.7 .1.9.62.0A 5.4.31.8.23.3 .1.6 .8.2 1.8

.3 7.23.4.23.51.01.6 .5.4
5.7.32.1.23.4 .1.7.51.7.5 I

.32.1 6.83.0.2.6.13.5..81.8 .5.4 a-
5.3.31.5.2.3 .9.23.61.1.41.6.4

.3 5.71.7.2.3 1.0.23.81.2.51.7
1.8

.5B .3 6.21.8.2.3 1.1
.3 1.0
.4 1.1
.4 1.2
.2 2.5,
.3 2.9
.3 3.5
.5 1.6
.5 1.7
.5 1.7

4.1 .21.3.5C .5 5.7.21.7.2.13.81.2.51.7.5180,000-240,000: A .3 6.41.8.34.3 .11.3.51.9.5B 7.2.3.3 2.14.81.52.2 .6C . .6
: A .3

7.2.33.2.2 .23.61.6.41.5Over 240,000 8.3.23.7.2.34.41.91.7 .5.3B
4.4 .3
2.4 .3

10.0.3.35.22.22.0 .6C > .4 6.3.2.13.51.0.5.3 1.7: ATotal
.3 6.52.5.23.7 .1.5 1,0

.5 1.1
1.8B .4

C .4
2.6 .3 6.7.2.13.81.9

“includes small amount of national taxes on tobacco.
'’includes profits of departmental liquor monopolies.
‘^Accounted for almost entirely by industry and commerce tax, municipal auto registration fees amount 

. to as much as 0.1 percent of income in only the top three Income brackets.
Source: Table 19 and methodology described in text.

%
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TABLE 21: Effective Rete Si Indirect Taxation Paid by Rural Households
aft- f Munl-

clpal ' ■ f a:DepartmentalNational
ft;®N Gaso- , 

line 
and 
jAuto

Stamp Sales Total Reg.
Coffee Export Duties Included 

.7 ,1.2 5.1 .2 1.2

.4 .7 3.9 .3 .6 .1

.8 1.3

Total:A

AllAle.
Tobacco Bev. Sales Total ,

Income Bracket 
(Pesos per year)

'Gaso
line Customs Levels **

# »

1.7 • .5

1.3, •

7.2.32.5.76,000 
6,000- 12.000 
12,000-24,000 . 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000 
Over 240,000 
Total

0-
.4 5.5 ■e- ..21.51.2

2.4 .3 5.7.2.8 3.0

.6 2.7

.6 2.2

*.51.7.1
.2 4.7;2 1.8.4 1.2*.4 •k1.5.2

4.1.3 1.8 .2.1.3 .1*.2 .31.1
I2.9.8 . .1.2 .5 .1.3 .6 1.9

.3 1.0 2.4 * .3 .2 .1

1.6 .4 .7 3.3 .1 .6 .8 .2

Coffee Export Duties Excluded 
.8 1.3 5.4 .2 .1.2

.5 .7 4.1 .3 .7 .1 .2

1.8 . .5 .9 3.3 .1 .9 1.5 .2

.5 .8 3.5 .1 .5 1.6 .3

.9 3.4 .1 .5 . 2.0 .2-

.6 1.4 • 4.4 .1 ^ .3 1.1 .3

2.0 .6 2.3 5.2 .1 .6 .4 .3

.5 .9 3.9 .2 .8 .9 .2

*.9.2
£.1 3.1

.3 5.3

.6.9.2
I

1.7.5

»
7.7.3 1.82.6.76,000 

6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24^000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 

420,000-240,000 
Over 240,000 
Total

0-
1.3 -5.8i;61.3

6.3

6.2

6.5

2.6.1

2.4 . .31.9,-2

.32.81.7 . -5.4

.3 6.41.82.0.5

.21.3 6.7.4 *
2.1 .4 6.4.6 1.9

V

. 0

*Les8 than .05 percent.
See Table 20 for footnotes and sources. -

i
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I
of Indirect Taxation Paid by All Households 

Departmental
TABLE 22: Effective Rates 

■ National
Muni-
cipal

9

Gaso
line

I

Total:and
AllAle.

Tobacco Bev.
■ ^ Auto

Customs Stamp Sales Total Reg.

Coffee Export Duties Included

Gaso
line

Income Bracket j 
(Pesos per year)

LevelsSales Total

.5 7.1U7,.31.2.7 1.2 5.0 .2
.4 ■ .7 3.5 .2
.5 .9 3.3 .1

.8' 3.4 .1,
.5 .8 3.4 .1
.5 1.1 3.6 ..1
.5 1.2 3.9 .2
.5 1.3 4.3 .2 .
.4 1.6 3.7 .2
.5 l.S 4.2 .2
.6 2.1 5.0 .3

.7 2.56,000
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000: A . .4 

B .5 
C .5

0- 5.1.41.2.2.1.61.5 6.2.32.61.4 .2.91.8.2 .3 6.0
.3 6.5
.3 5.4
.3 5.9 
.2 6.4

2.3.21.5.5.51.8 2.8.22.0.51.7.4 1.6.2.9.31.6
I ■ 1.7.21.0■ .3 g

a
. 1.7 1.9l.l.31.9 

1.4 • .3 7.03.0 pf.22.4.2.3Over 240,000 ■ : A 3.5 .3 8.0.22.7.3.3 , 1,7 IB .3 9.44.1.33.2.3119C .5 .3 ■ 6.1
.3 6.3
.3 6.5

2.3.21.5.5.13.51.0.5.4 . . 1.7
B .4 ' 1-8 ,, .5

: A. Total 2.4'
2.5

.2 I.5 1.53.6 .1
1.0 3.7 .1
1;0

1.6 . .2.5.51.8.4C
Coffee Export- Duties Excluded

1.2
5

.5 . 7.61.8.3. 1.3 5.3 .2
.7 3.7 .1

.5 .9 3.4 .1
1.9 .5 .8 3.5 .1

.5 .8 3.5 .1
1.6 .5 1.2 , 3.7. .1

.5 1.3 4.0 .1
i;9 1 .6 1.4 4.4 .2
1.5 . .4 1.6 3.8 .2
1.7 .5. 1.9 4.4 .2
2.0 .6 2.2 5.2 .3

.5 1.0 3.6 .1
..5 1,0 3.7 .1

1.9 .5 .1.1- 3.8 .1

2.6 .8 
1.6 • .5

.7 ,!6,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 6O,OO0 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000: A

0- 5.3.41.2.2.1.7 i:.9■ * .3 6.3
.3 6.2
.3' 6.6
.3 5.5
.3 6.0
.3 6.6
.2 7.2
.3 8.3
.3 9.5»
.3 6.3
.3 6.5
.3 6.7

.9 1.5 .2 2.6

.5 1.6 .2 2.4

.5 2.0 .2 2.9

.3' 1.0 .2 1.6

.3. 1.0 .2 1.7

.3 1.1 '.3 1.9

.2 2.5 . .2 3.1

.3 2.8 .2 3.6

.3 3.1 .3 4.0

.'5 1.5. .2 ,2.4

.5 1.6 ^ * .2 2.5

.6 1.6 .2 2.5

■ r1.8.2 i

.3
1.7.4

. ,5
1.8B .5 

C .5 
i A .3 

B .3 • 
C , .4

Over 240,000

•6 -

:4 - 1.7 
• 1.8

: ATotal ,j

B .4 
-C .4!«

i
I /I •i

♦V' t
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rural households exhibits progressivity

If those duties
Whether the indirect tax burden on

the treatment of the coffee export duties,

effective rate structure is essentially flat.
depends essentially on 

are excluded from the analysis, thef 1

If. on the other hand, the duties are Include^'ln pre-ta^ income, regressivity ap-

weight of th(^se duties in upper'income levels.

: •

These patterns
pears, because of the 

are, of course, not uniform between taxes, but
4

deviations from the basic pattern of ^

proportionality do not warrant special attention. Nor does the burden of taxation 

differ enough between the urban and rural sectors, on the average, to deserve special
included in the analysis.^

•t
If those

attention, unless the coffee export duties are 

duties are Included, the.^ural sector bears a 

than does the urban septor.

somewhat lighter, indirect tax.burd^

ft

whole essentially reflect .The effective indirect tax burdens for the nation as a
tendency toward progressionC'T^^e upper

. (it is imparted by the auto-
There is somethe patterns just described, 

end of the Income scale, but this tendency is not strong
And itmotive element of the national sales tax and by the alcoholic beverage taxes.

2
excluded than if they are included.is somewhat stronger if the coffee export duties are 

Moreover, the appearance of progressivity is greater

shf^fted to foreigners and weakest if it is Assumed to be borne by Colombian

if the corporation tax is assumed
U

1 .

to be
%

'shareholders.

^This is, of course, in large part the result of the estimation procedure 
used and has no further significance.

We appears to be a U-shape to the effective rate pattern, ^
partly spurious, caLed by the fluctuations in the effective rates for alcoholic bev-

tnxcs discussed earlier,
Tlia results reported here

4)

!

\

differ markedly from those reported in the -author’s

? This question deserves further analysis.

erage

&' ■
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%
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C. All Trfxes
k

Thus far we have considered separately the incidence of the direct taxes and

In this part we bring together the analysis 

examine the effective tax rates imposed
the indirect taxes collected in Colombia,

of parts A and B of this section in order to
1 'As before, we discuss separately the incidence of taxationby all Colombian taxes, 

on urban and rural household’s, as well as all households. Moreover, we examine the
i

effective rates of taxation imposed upon all households by each of the three levels

The absolute amounts of taxes
I!
I

Tables 23-26'present these results.
'■’.-I

estimated to have been borne by each Income group

the nation,as a whole are reported in appendix Tables C-1, 2 and 3.

Table 23 shows that the tax system is mildly progressive on 

the corporation Income tax is borne by foreigners, the progressivity resulting pri

marily from the personal income tax, but being augmented.by the municipal property

If the corporate tax Is shifted to consumers, the overall

of government. I
in the urban and rural sectors ^and

urban households if

.

taxes and indirect taxes, 

system is also mildly progressive in the urban sector, and’for basically the same

If the tax on corporate income is Dome by Colombian shareholders, progress-reasons.

ivity is considerably stroller than under the two alternative assumptions.

’ In. the rural sector the crucial question is whether the coffee export duties are
i

^ll\ours with other taxes. If they are, the effective rate

(See Table 24.) If not, the burden on 

These conclusions hold more or less

Independently of the assumption one makes the incidence of the corporation In-

Because rural households are assumed to pay little personal income tax or

treated as being on

structure shows, cot^siderable progcessivity. 

rural households is quite ne^y proportionate.

come tax.
(under assumption A) corporation income tax, effective tax rates are, on the average, 

substantially lower in the rural sector than in the urban sector, provided the coffel
«

/

4 -
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Effective Rates of Taxation, All Taxes, Urban Sector 

Direct Taxes
TABLE 23:

TotalIndirect
TaxesIncome Class 

(Pesos per year)
6,000

6,000- 12,000 ^
12,000- 18,000
18,000-24,000

*24,000- 30,000
30,000- 36,000
36,000- 48,000
48,000- 60,000
60,000- 72,000
72,000- 84,000
84,000-120,000

120,000-180,000; A

BA,CBA,C
7.1 11.5

5.0 7,7

6.7 9.6

7.1 -10.3

7.2 10.3

7.6 10.9

8.7 12.0

7.5 10.5

8.8 11.5

7.9 IQ.7

9.4 12.4

15.4 * %
* 12.2

6.84.7.30-
4.43.3.6

6.13.6.6

6.53.8.6

6.04.31.2

6.54.41.1 \

7.04.71.7

5.4t 5.32.1

I'4.41.6 V

5.02.2)
6.85.72.7

5.3*10.0

5.76.4*B
I *10.16.2*3.9C

19.9 * ■.5.7*14.2180,000-240,000: A % 14.2'*6.47.9*B
12.9*

34.^

*7.2*5.2C
*7.2-»27.6 *Over 240,000 : A

27.7 ••• •k8.3

10.0

19.^*■ B 4

29.6 *★ *19.6 'c
. 13.3 *6.3*6.9; A •Total

* . 13.36.56.9 •* \
*10.7.6.7 

. 6-1

*4.0C ■i.«
23.7 **i 17.6Over 120,000 : A
* 18.26.811.4 ^*3 •

17.3 1*7.7*9.6 . .• -Hi C . I* ■

m

V -
« \ *N0t Applicable. .

a

Source: Xebles 16 end 20-22e«

*•

p . •
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Effective Rates of TMation, All Taxes, Rural Sector .-iTABLE 24:
♦ ;

TotalIndirect
Taxes

Direct TaxesIncome Cl#ss 
^ (Pesos per year) A,C BAfC B

Coffee Export Duties Included #

13.5 I7.26.3 10.60- 6,000 

6,i)00- 12,000
» %11.2 13.8

14.8‘.17.6

5.58.35.8
*

i
5.711.99.1 •if12,000- 24,000

28.1 30.5I 4.723.4 25.824,000t 60,000
i

6f, 000-120,000 

120,000-240,000 

Over a;»0,9t)0

0 ■■ 40.3 42.24.138.036.2
i

• ■ 58.6 60. i-,.2.957.255.8
S

57.4 59.03.155.454,4 '■ #
22.6 25.2 •5.3\ 19.9 •17.3.Total

-V-«.i
S ■ Coffee Export Duties Excluded

•• m
7.7 11.27.7 .4.6.16,0000- i
5.9 8.6 • ».5.82.8.16,000- 12,000 i-

6.4 9.56.33.1*12,000- 24,000 ■ 0-•Ii,6.2 9.56.2 %3.3..124,000- 60,000
/

6.6 9C s6.53.0.160,000-120,000 .
■ i 56.5 9.96.43.4.1120,000-240,000 %

« 6.9 10.3t 6.73.6.1Over 240 ,'000 •
* i
' i -6.4 9.66.4 .3.3 ,.1Total

* ;«\•^Less than .05 percent. .. -i
S) \m LTables 17 and 20-22.Source;

■/

♦
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table 25: Effective Rates of Taxation, All Taxes, All Households 

Direct Taxes

• ..i-
Total:
All TaxesIndirect

Taxes
Income Class j 

(Pesos per year) { A,C BBA,C

^Coffee Export Duties Included

12.9 17.1
8.9 11.5

’ 9.2 12.2

7.110.05.76,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000: A_

0-
5.16.53.8
6.2-6.03.0

^ 6.0 13.1' 7.0 9.93.9
13.610.7

18.6
6.54.’2 7.1 . .

*5.4hr *13.1 14.7*5.98.8*B
12.8 *6.46.4 *C
36.2 ★7.02?>3. *Over 240,000 : A

2^.9*8.021.9*B .
31.9 *9.4*22.5C
14.7 ★6.1 -8.6 *: ATotal

15.1 ■*6.38.8 .*B
12.5 *6.56.0 *C
25.2 *6.0*19.2Over 120,000 : A

19.2*6.613.6*B
19.6 ★7.5*12.1

Coffee Export Duties Excluded• i
4 12.17.67.64.6, .10- 6,000 

6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000: A

* 8.25.55.33.0.3 9*. 96.86.3■ 3.5.5 10.97.76.24.71.5 11.78.8 4^6.65.12.2 *17.05.5*11.5 12.9*6.07.0*B *10.9 
34.0 
. *
28.4
12.5

6.6. ^.3 *C *7.2*26.7Over 240,000 ^ : A
' * 27.1' 8.318.8* * %9.5*18.8-C *6.3*6.2: ATotal i12.8*6.56.4*B 10.1

23.4
*6.7 1*3.5c r

: A .
*6.2- Over 120,000ifc ■ *17.2 i18.0*6,811,2*B *17.07.79.3 *C ^ • «

*Not applicable.
ii

Tables 18 and 20-22.Source:
r-' .
7' ■ ;

7 •.7;,

^7 %
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Si TAWT-g 26: Effective Rates of Taxation, All Houaeholda, 
by Level of Government

Total:National 
A.C B

Income Bracke : 
(Pesos per yea r) BMunicipal A.CDepartmental 

Coffee Export Duties Included

6J)bO 
6,000- 12,000 

12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 

120,000-240,000: A

12.9, 17.1.51.710.7 14.9
7.3 9.9

0- 11.58.9.41.2
12.2 •9.2.42.69.26.2
13.1. 9.9.52.37.1 10.2

7.4 10.2
.. 1

13.610.7.62.8
18.6 *1.41.615.6 *

14.7*1.51.711.5*B.
12.8 *1.61.99.4 *C
36.2 *2.13.031.1 * /Over 240,000 : A 29.9*2.43.524.1*B
31.9 

.9 , 14.7
*2.-84.125.1 *C *2.311.5 *Total : A 15.1*.92.411.8*B lf.5 *.92.59.2 *C

1.8 25.4 *2.121.5 *Over 120,000 : >A 20.4*1.92.316.1B *
19.7 *. 2.22.614.9 *C

Coffee Export Dutle» Excluded

12.17.6.51.85.3 9.8
3.8 6.6
3.7 6.8
4.8 8.0
5.4 8.3

14.0 *

0-. 6,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000; A

8.25.5.51.2
9.96.8,52.6
10.97.7.52.4
11.78.8• .62.9

17.0 
* 12.9

*1.41.6
1.51.79.7*B

10.9 *1.71.9*7.3C
34.0 *2.13.1 928.7 *Over 240,000 : A

27.1*2.53.621.0*B
28.4 *2.94.021.5 *C
12.5 *.92.49.2 *Total : A

12.8*.92.59.5*B I . 10.1 *.92.56.7 *C
23.1 *1.82.219.1 *Over 120,000 : A

17.4 : t*2.02.413.4*B
16,8 *2.32.711.8 *C

eNa,t applicable.

Source; Tables 16 and 22.
16 . •
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lf those duties are included, average .export duties are excluded from the analysis.
^ are roughly twice as high in the rural sector as in the urban sector.

system is rather progressive, regardless of one's
effective cat

In total, the Colombian tax

about the treatment of the coffee export
t

duties and the incidence of the
assumptions

. (See Tables 25 and 26.) Of course, progressivity is greatest

Colombian shareholders, rather than Colombian
corporate income tax

if the corporation Income tax is borne by

foreigners and if the coffee export duties are

previous paragraphsVould suggest.

i
L

included in the analysis.
consumers or

as

different view of things, it should be noted thatFinally, to take a somewhat
ai levels of government contribute to progressivity, at least in the upper

■

li/'taxes at «
the national level--with its important per-Income ranges, though the contribution at 

sonal income tax-is by far the greatest-especially if the coffee export duties are

attributed to Colombian shareholders. ProgressivityIncluded and corporate taxes are 

at the local level results from the property taxes 

the alcoholic beverage taxes—which the supvey

and that at the departmental level 

data (rather surprisingly) sUg-
from

end of the income scale.gest to be progressive at the upper

i
4. Sumnary and Conclusions

The bottom two-thirdsThe distribution of Income in Colombia is quite unequal.

(among households) receives only about one-fourth of house-of the Income distribution 
hold income and the top one-eight of households account for roughly half of all In

in both the urban and rural sectors of the nation income is distributed quite

is less than for the nation as a whole. ,

come.

unequally, but in both cases the inequality 

In broad outlines the findings of the present study are quite consistent with those

^his is roughly consistent with the author's findings in his previous Study, 
in which the coffee duties were included and the burden of the corporate taxes was 
split evenly between Colombian shareholders and consumers.

' V #

H •

■ ■ ■■■• *
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i
of earlier studies, including the author’s earlier work.

The Colombian tax system appears to exhibit a degree of progresslvity ranging

from rather mild to fairly strong, depending upon whether the corporation income tax

Colombian consumers or by Colombian shareholders and upoa 

coffee export duties are excluded from- the analysis or included, 

results in large part from the personal income tax, but liquor taxes,

Is borne by foreigners or 

-whether or not 

Progresslvity^

the property):axes, and the luxury elements of the sales tax and customs duties con- 

Of course, an unshifted corporate income tax and the inclusion oftrlit.tribute

the coffee export duties add significantly to progresslvity.

These conclusions are roughly consistent with the author's previous study of

First,incidence in Colombia, the primary differences arising the following,

a considerably less regressive (and in some cases progressive, i.e. alcoholic bev

erages) pattern is revealed for many indirect taxes than was 

Second, in this study property taxes are

V'

assumed in the earlier

assumed to fall entirely on ownersstudy.

of property, instead of partly on consumers, as in the previous study, 

the previous study only one assumption was made for the coffee export duties (in-

Third, in '

eluded) and for the corporation income tax (half to consumers and half to Colombian

shareholders).

reasonable to believe that the results of the present study are more

First, the under-
It seems

reliable than those of the earlier study for a number of reasons.

the distribution of income, consumption patterns, and personal income

Second, time allowed a more careful
lying data on

patterns are far superior, as noted earlier.

■ analysis than was possible in the earlier study, even though„*toere remain a number

«f areas in which considerably more work needs to be done.

■ *

0
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APPENDIX A *
in Calculating Personal Tax Liabilities i

Adjustment for Ceding of Income

ian income tax law a husband can

!♦
*

gMril^ai "cede" to his wife one-half of his 

Table A-1 (cols. 1, 2, 6) 

and from husbands and the number of wives

i;

I Uhder

labor income, up 

reports

receiving ceded incomoi by net income groups, on machine-processed income tax returns.
in the

Not sur-

r- '

to a maximum of 30,000 pesos per year.

the total amounts ceded to wives
1

calculate the net amounts ceded to or from taxpayers 

these machine-processed returns, 

in low income groups are net recipients of ceded Income and on

Thus it is possible to 

various income brackets, as reported on

prlsingly, taxpayers 

balance those in high income groups 

column 3.) Applying to these net figures the r^tio of total income in each income

2 of Table 11 of the text) to Income reported on machine-processed re-

(Seecede Income to wives in lower income groups.

class (column
from eachpossible to estimate the net amounts ceded to or 

income class on all returns.' These are shown in Column (4) of Table A-1.

have been received by taxpayers in a given income class were subtracted 

figure fo/Th^class; net amounts ceded were treated equivalently.

of Table 11 in the text produced the figures in column 

, the number of wives .(n each income category estimated

turns (col.- 5), it was
Net amounts

estimated to

from the income

This adjustment to column (2)

(5) of that table.
to have received ceded income (col. 3) was multiplied by the ratio in column (5) to

Moreover

then subtracted from the total number of taxpayers inproduce column (7), \*iich'was 
each bracket reported in column (1) of text Table 11 to produce column (4) of that

-i-
table.

These adjustments, subject to qualifications noted below, produced an estimate
It remained.i

tax returns, by households.^ycomes reported on 

allocate the taxes attributable to ceded income to the income bracket of
of the distribution of

however, to
It was assumed that for incomeThis was done in the following crude way.the husband.

^These data refer to the 805,547 returns that had been tabulated.

\
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. Table A-1
^ -. •• Adjuatioent for Ceding of Income 

(Income and tax flgurea In mlUiona of peg^a) '

Total Number 
of Retuma «
Number of Machine 
Processed Returns

♦\

Ceded Incooe; ' Adjustment 
To Tax 
Liability

i Amounts Ceded: i
Net FromToIncome Bracket 

(Pesos per year)
Frort Machine

Processed
Machine

Processed
is TotalTotal f, '# 5(8)(7)(6)(5)(3) (4)(2)(1)
■

-17.3139212651.10
U08

- 2.38
- 21.05
- 45.03
- 50.54 
-66.77 
-106.18
- 88.76 
-152.80 
, 180.19

111.13
82.62
83.21
25.65
39.95

2.172.87.702,000 
4,000 
6,000 
8,000 . 
10,000 
15,000 
20,000 
40,000 
60,000 
80,000 
100,000 
150,000 
200,000 

» 200,000 - 400,000
400,000 - 600,000
600,000 - 1,000,000

1,000,000 - 2,000^000 
2,000,000 - 4,000,000 
,oves 4,000,000
Total

Negatlva - 
2,000 - 
4,000 - 
6,000 - 
8,000 - 

10,000 - 
15,000 - 
20,000 - 
40,000 - 
60,000 - 
80,000 - 

100,000 - 
150,000 -

4608 .84978 a *- 19.47
- 4i.89
- 47.12
- 62.22 
- 98.99

20.04
43.83
53.80
77.00
165.08
168.72

.569.05
46.66

.57 - 1.0 
- 1.1 ,
- 1.3
- 2.0 
- 2.6 
- 8.6

6598
6104
6889
12357
1O406
25800

61661.071.94
57051.076.68

14.78
66.09
85.84 
427.57 
209.31 
nr. 51
76.85

6438
11549

1.07
1.07

97261.07- 82.88 
-141.48 
162.65 
97.07 
69.61 
67.05 
33.79 
28.01 
5.45 
2.50

23889
4964

1.08 I
11.455101.11 ut
7.0260322831.1416.44
5.2 I151812761.197.24
5.3169913701.247.0974.14

28.10
30.79

£.16895221.322.45 2;58445901.432.78 .6‘2131301.648.96.385.83 .3
s .1 ■

81441.854.63 
, 1.67

.192.69
15 322.11.79.88 .09

4631.961.06.54.07.61

877198054013.75- 37.441,183.771,146.33
t

I"8

Sources and Procedures: wa a ..
Colu»s (1), <2), and (6) from unpublished tsbuUtlons of the Office of Planning of the Finance Ministry
Column (3) - Cdlumn (1) - column (2).
Coltmns (4) and (7) - Coliaan (5) x colimns (3) and (6) respectively. , j .
Column (5) - Estimated number of retuma In each Income bracket (Coliaan 1 of text table 11) t number of machine processed returns, 

from unpublished tabulatlonsj^f Finance Ministry. . , , ,

(Hacienda). .

f
:■

<4).

♦

■
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brackets receiving net ceded Income, total tax liabilities reported in column (3) 

of text Table ll‘<W>uld be reduced by the fraction net ceded income (column 6 of Table 

A-1) was of total income in the bracket (column 2 of text Table 11). 

ductlonin liabilities calculated in this w«s was 34.7 million pesos.

The total re-

Thls amount

w^s then allocated to the income brackets reporting net ceding of income in propor-

These amounts are reported in column (7) of Table
i

tidn to those net amounts ceded.

A-1. Applying these adjustment^ to the data in column (3). of Table 11 results in

This procedure is slightly faulty in that we would expectcolumn (6) of that table, 

ceded income subjected to the highest 'rates o^ taxation in the hands of. wives to \

No cor-than prtjportionately from husbands in higher income groups.have come more

rectlon was made for this likelihood. ■ ,

Several technical points should be made about the procedure described above.

3 of Table A-1 reveals that the total amount reported on machine-

have been received by wives exceeds the amount reported on the

This is

!

• First', column

processed returns to

to have been ceded by husbands by slightly over three percent.same returns

to be expected, since many husbands filing hand-processed returns may cede income to

It is worth noting that when thewives filing the simpler machine-processed returns, 

amounts reported on machine-processed returns are adjusted to take account of the 

amounts on hand-processed returns, as described above, the, discrepancy in the total 

amounts ceded and received declines to roughly one percent (and reverses signs).

i

This

suggests that the procedure used here is not unreasonable.

of income ceded to wives to the amounts reported■

Second, adding the net amounts 

by husbands would raise the average incomes in the higher income brackets, and could

Thus ideally the

bracket limits,would be raised or the incomes of husbands ceding income to wives would -

result in the, average falling above the upper bracket limit.aven

%

•»
» f

■t

'l- ♦. /

* ' ^
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i
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However, no such adjustnent was atcempted.be attributed to higher income brackets. 

Failure to make such an 

little, because anich of the ceded Income comes 

talning the.top 10-15 percent

adjustment probably distorts the overall results relatively

from the highest income brackets (con- 

of all households), which for practical purposes should

probably be combined in any event. 

Finally, it should be noted quite explicitly that the adjustment described ^e
i

income other than atis satisfactory, strictly speaking, only for wives who have no

In the case of a wife with other Income, the procedureceded from their husbands, 

adopted here has the effect of reducing by one the number of taxpayers in her income
.'iIt does not,bracket; and reducing income in that bracket by the amount ceded to her.

that bracket by the amount of the wife's other (non-
I

however, reduce the income-in 

ceded) Income, 

side bracket limits. Again

income levels, as is borne out by Inspection of average income levels implied

This fact could easily result in throwing some average incomes out- 

thls phenomenon is especially likely to occur in the

1
upper

It was hot deemed worthwhile toby columns (A) and (3) of Table 11 of the text,
detailed analysis of this problem, given the relatively small amount of

is that for wives filing tax returns upon which no
carry out a 

Income Involved. A final problem
for other members filing tax returns no consolidationceded income is reported and 

into family units is possible.
i

iy/
i

• # •

%
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- - < Appendix Table B-1 
Allocation of Expenditure Items Among Urban Income Groups

«I S-vV
’ V' .

t
Percentage

Predial Valorisation 
(Personal)

Auto
Reg.

Urban
Buses

IAuto-Gasoline 
(Private Use) mobiles

Tobacco
Products

Non-Food Alcoholic 
Consumption Consumption Beverages
TotalIncome Bracket 

(Pesos per Year)
.16.32.52.31.34 .756,000

12,000
18,000
24,000
30,000
36,000
48,000
60,000
72,000
84,000

1.520 3.603.40.202.283.07
6.04

1.892.906,000- 
12,000- 
18,000- 
24.000- 
30,000- 
36,000- 
48,000- 
$0,000- 
72,000- 
84,000- 120,000 
120,000- 180,000 
180,000- 240,000 
over 240,000

.307.44.069.953.504.76 . 3.493.417.5810.766.747.208.31 3.02 »•4.57.887.051.977.594.486.026.65 2.263.848.23.765.315.80
10.48

5.976.16
9.34

9.62 . 
• 4.34

13.4811.68.936.0110.319.35 5.078.753.466.535.62. 8.558.88 2.454.491.557.396.757.336.869.705.776.63 5.25 ?9.132.835.2311.00
10.80
21.73
14.84
14.02

5.474.815.816.07 21.89
12.92

13.77
12.31

11.04
24.70
8.49
50.21

12.68.0514.79
6.60

• 16.1113.03
11.63

12.65
10.62
7.18

9.5924.29
16.11
51.88

■
7.45 9.157.905.00 S5.898.51 5.17 . 23.11

^W).00
17.465.985.97 '19.9410.82 I7.96
100.00

94.84

100.00 100.00

100.00 100.00

100.00

96.93

100.00

96.44

100.00

81.91

100.00 
92 *66

100.00

86.77

‘Total 100.00

84.98
100.00 ‘

Urban as Percent 
of Total m

to-100.00 becauae of roundi^ fColuoma may not sum

€ t
*>• .

\1
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Appendix Table B-2
Percentage Allocation of Expenditure Items Among Rural Income Groups

i

Medial'Rural
Buses

Gasoline 
(Private Use)

Auto
mobiles

Tobacco
Products

Alcoholic
Beverages

Non-Food
Consumption

Total
ConsumptIon

Income Bracket 
(Pesos per Year)

12.00
25.33
21.33 
22.67
9.3J

18.48
76.72

18.72
23.89
28.06
17.75
6.24

21.57
24.57 
33.62 
12.20

17.88 
27.82 
29.10 \ 
15.93

0- 6,000 
6,000- 12,000 
12,000- 24,000 
24,000- 60,000 
60,000-120,000 
120,000-240,000 
over 240,000

4.18
3.4846.59

30.33
14.95

1.4030.16
35.71
18.25
15.87

I

8.654.80 ■s5.56
2.67
6.67

23.08 . 
68.27

1.02 i2.862.381,82
2.201.102.971.89 \

100.00100.00 100.0100.00 100.00. 100.00100.00100.00TOTAL
\ *

Rural as Percent 
of Totalt 5.163.07 100.03.56m 18.087.3413.2315.02

Columns may not sum to 100.00 because of rounding.

#•
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.* Appandtx T«bl* C-1
Allocctloo of Tax*! Aaong Urban Houaaholda 

(■illlona of paaoa)
i

<• ' Incoaa Brackat (thousands of pasos par year) 
24-30 30-36 36-48 48-60 60-72 72-84 84-120

4 »*■

120-180 180-240 ovar 240 TOTAL18-240-6 6-U 12-18

Rational Taxas
Tarsonal IncosK Tax 
Corporation Incoaa Tax; A

1491,1 2927,5
3260

305,0 2818,7

291,3 224,6103,4 148,0 84,9 108,3 279,921,9 62,4 47,030,6,4 11,7 ....4 1620820820is mmmm

239,7367,1 327,8263,5 240,7 162,4 163,7169,6 168,38,8 64,3 134,2 203,0B

Indirect Taxas 
' Gasoline Tax 
General Salas Tax 
Stsap Taxes 
Custosa Dutlas 

TOTAL Indirect Taxes

36,1 320.8 
964,0
467.9 

1654,7 
3407,3

36,554,9
137,2
54.4

192.5
439.0

52.525.0 17.7 23.1 28.5
71.4 60.9 58.7 42.3
43.7 . 40.0 27.0 27.2

154.7 141.3 95.4 96.1
294.8 259.8 204.2 194.1

*8.6 12.6 10.6
45.4 43.2
28.2 27.9
99.6 

185.7

10,24.3.4 , 195.4
50.6

179.1

97.4 )96.955.8
33.7

119.2
218.9

39.217.72.5 39.860.9
215.5
425.8

I 22.310.71.5 140.8 
314.5 • 461.25.2 • 37.8 

9.5 70.4
98.8 

180^5

248.1 227.5
417.7 
248.1

78.8
148.8

9594.8
9153.5
6334.8?

3572.3
2257.3
1952.3

1359.1
778.8
539.1

1550.3
1058.1
730.3

302.4
466.7
302.4

705.7
1072.8
705.7

398.2
66t.7
398.2

407.8
648.5
407.8

289.1
451.5
289.1

170.7
304.9
170.7

249.5
452.5
249.5

9.9 82.1 
18.7 146.4 
9.9 82.1

TOTAL’. A 395.8
227.58

C t
s

Dspartaental Taxes 
Gasoline Tax

, Auto Registration Fees 
Tolxcco Products 
Alcoholic Beverages 
Csneral Sales Tax 
TOTAL

32.13.63.75.3 5.52.3 2.92.5 1.81#3 1.11.0.1aa
5.7 73.823.98.6 13.83.0. 3.1 , 

48.1 
161.8 
20.0 

235.5

2.7 2.8 If2.5 2.1 
35.4 24.8 
69.1 89.5

2.52.1.1 1.0 27.9
307.7
23.2

386.4

466.4
1543.5
2*4.4

2330.1

27.530.8
115.1

25.5 69.0
248.6

30.5 32.050.246.415.92.5 79.874.186.8 149.8104.03.2 54.0
24.9 18.212.5

118.0
27.918.3 12.412.815.4 12.910.2.7 4.9 190.2 134.8359.4199.2121.2 130.2 140.0113.6 173.13.3 25.4

0
Minlclpal Taxea 

Property Taxas 
Auto Registration Fees 
Industry and C 
TOTAL

236.9
9.2

622.2114.7124.818.1 42.228.8 11.6 8.88.4 9.5 7.76.02.9.2 28.35.3 2.21.2 3.31.0 1.1.8 1.21.0 ,9.8.4a
19.6 246.0

896.5
17.731-.2 26.216.? 14.915.2

23.7
23.0 21.920.5 16.414.97.6.8rce Tax 265.7156.3 134.626.2 34.2 76.753.0 34.526.810.9 29.921,71.0

a
TOTAL: All levals 0%

' governnant; A
r 12821.4

12380.1
9561.4

4224.4
2909.4
2604.4

1528.5
1048.2
808.5

454.6
618.3
454.6

1141.8
1508.9 
1141.8

1896.8 
1404.6
1076.8

582.3
823.0
582.3

514.5
676.9
514.5

381.4
549,7
381.4

686.7
950.2
686.7

452.5
655.5
452.5

396.1
565.7
396.1

306.0
440.2
306.0

14.2 118.4
182.7
118.4

23.08
14.2C

.1
jLass than .05. *
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• ' APPENDIX TABLE C-2 '

. Allocation of Taxes among Rur#! Households 
(millions of pesos)

Income Bracket (thousands of pesos per year)
12-24 24-60 60-1-20 120-240 Over 240 Total

\ ♦

- \
!

0-6 6-12
»

National Taxes 
Personal Income Tax 
Corporation Income Tax; A,C

!

12.7 429.8

440 2810

10.4B 80.6 103.0 120.8 76.3 - 27.0
120 230 390 720

i

390520Coffee Export Duties
Indirect Taxes 
Gasoline Tax 
General Sales Tax 
Stamp Taxes 
Customs Duties 

Total; Indirect Taxes
Total; Coffee Export Duties: 

included; A,C

1.4 79.2
8.3 125.2
2.1 71.5
7.4 252.9

19.2 528.9

1.53.213.3 49.4 5.6 4.7
22.5 28.3 34.0 19.8
13.4 17.1 20.1 12.7
47.3 60.5 71.0 44.8
96.5 155.2 130.6 82.0

4.28.0
4.5 1.7 f ■

6.1 .115.8
31.5 13.6

3338.9
3768.7
528.9
958.7

459.2
471.9
19.2
31.9'

403.6
414.0

13.6
24.0

551.5
578.5
31.5
58.5

216.5 385.2 520.6 802.0
*97.1 488.2 641.4 878.3 
96.5 155.2 130.6 82.0

177.1 258.2 251.4 158.3

B
Excluded; A,C

B
41

Departmental Taxes 
Gasoline Tax 
Auto Registration Fees 
Tobacco Products 
Alcoholic Beverages 
General Sales Tax

Total:

Municipal Taxes 
Predial 
Indirect Taxes
Auto Registration 
Industry and Corngterce

Total

7.9.1,2.3.51.3 4.9
2.3 7.7 1.4 ,7

22.2 25.3 34.6 12.6
5.2 57.0 37.2 18.3 3,5

6.1 7.8 9.2 5.8 2.1 .8

12.5
103.0
122.6

.1.1.2
2.3.1.05.0
1.3i

32.81.0
5
s 4.8 278.825.9 5.550.9 102.8 56.832.0 k

.5 7.5.2.71.9 1.6 1.7.9
k

4.8**.1.3.52.9.9
.8 43.5.82.412.1 12.7 '6.97.8

55.81.31.03.216.9 14t8 8.99.6

Total: All Levels'of Government;
. Coffee Duties Included; A,C 258.1

338.7

Coffee Duties Excluded: A,C 138.5
.218.7

3673.5
*4103.3

863.5
1293.3

465.3
478.0

580.6 410.1
607.6 420.5
60.6 20.1
87.6 30.5

453.0 638.2 867.7 
556.0 759.0 944.0
223.0 248.2 147.7
326.0 369.0 224.0

B
25.3
38.0B )?■«
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APPENDIX TABLE C-3 !A* ■m
>Allocation of Taxes ^ng All Households 

(millions of pesos)
Income Bracket (thousands pf pesos oe# year)

60-120 120-240 Over 240 Total

#

0-6 6-12 12-24 24-60

515,9 - 1491.1 2927.5*
3260

i National Taxes
Personal Income Tax 
Corporate Income Tax: A

52.5 -360.8 473.122.4 11.7 1620 
317.7 3248.5

1640
577,9458.0 918.3 720.289.3 167.3B!

. 1. c 440 2810390390 720 520120 230Export Duties
Indirect Taxes 
G#soline Taxes 
General Sales Tax 
Stamp Taxes 
Customs Duties 
Total: Indirect Taxes

Total; Coffee Export Duties 
Excluded: A

Coff
*.

37.4 399.9 v
203.7 1089.2
52.7 539.4

186.5 1907,6
480.4 3936,2

92.9
238,9
96,0

339.3
767,1

70.5 107.3
129.0 240,7 205.9
76.0 152.5 119.6

268.9 539.-2 422.9
498.4 1002.9 855.6

24.413.7 53,7
25.0 45.9
14.8 27.8
52.5 98.2

105.9 225.6

3591.5 10123.7
2289.2 lOH2.2
1971.5 6863.7
4031.5 129318.7
2728.2 12922,2
2411.5 967 3.7

2923.0
1860.9 
1283.0 
3313.0
2250.9 
1673.0

550.9 1363.7 1328.7
1008.9 2282.0 2048.9
550.9 1363.7 1328.7
940.9 2063.7 1848.7

1398.9 3002.0 2568.9 
940.9 2083.7 1848.7

128.3 237.3
217.6 404.6
128.3 237.3
248.3 467.3
337.6 634.6 
248.3 467.3

B
C

•Included: A
B
C

3.7 40.0
23.0 . W.3
30.2. 569.4

309.1 1666.1
.24.2 Ji?.l

330.5 391.1 2608.9

Departmental Taxes 
Gasoline Tax 
Auto R^istration Fees 

• Tobacco Products * 
Alcoholic Beverages 
General Sales Tax

Total

9.22.4 7.1 10.7
6,0 11.6 14.6

131.3 151.3 131.5
214.9 444.3 490.8

34.8 69.9 54.8
389.5 683.6 702.5

1.4 5.4
2;,4 ‘8.7 

24.7 41.2
19.6
59.3

198.4
44.0

8.3
6.8 12.7

35.2 76.3

Municipal Taxes 
i Property Taxes 
I Auto Registration Fees

Industry and Commerce Tax
: Total

Total: All Levels 
Coffee Export Duties

Included: A

237,4 629.6 .
^ 9.2 33.1
20,4 289.5. .

267.0 952,3

16.0 59.3 69.9 « 239.?
2.3 4.2 5.6 7.5*

48.0 83.3 .64.9 • 44.6
66.3 146.8 140.4 291,8

i 1.1
i9 3.3 

8.,6 19^.;
10.7 27.8

•‘i

# -

•- • « 4249.6 13684.9'
2947.3 13673.4
2629.6 10429.9
4689.6 16494.7
3387.3 16483.4
3069.6 13234.9

3545.3
2483.2
1905.3
3935.3

1006.7 2194.1 2171.6
1464.7 3112,4 2891.8
1006.7 2194.1 2171.6
1396.7 2914.1 2691,6
1854.7 3832.4 3411.8 2873.2
1396.7 2914.1 2691,.6

174.2 3^1 ;4 
263.5,508.7
174.2 ^41,4
294.2 571.4 

. ,383.5 738.7
244.2 571.4

B
/C

Excluded: A
B

2295.3
C

12:
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